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ABSTRACT
LASER SPECTROSCOPY INVESTIGATIONS ON
MOLECULAR AND FREE RADICALS DYNAMICS
Hamzeh Telfah
October 24th, 2019
Studying molecular dynamics and chemical kinetics is important to
understand the chemical behavior of renewable energy sources. Laser
spectroscopy techniques are powerful tools for the identification and diagnosis
of such processes.
In this dissertation, using our laser spectroscopy techniques, biofuels
and solar energy were targeted as renewable energy sources study. We have
studied the ultrafast exciton dynamics for a series of methylammonium lead
bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3) nanostructures, nanocrystals (NCs, 0D), nanowires
(NWs, 1D), and nanoplatelets (NPs, 2D) as a promising solar energy
materials.1-2

Aided

by

analysis

of

UV−visible

absorption

and

photoluminescence spectra, features in the transient absorption (TA) spectra
are assigned to different charge carrier processes, time constants of which are
determined in fitting the transient kinetics.

vii

Immediately after photoexcitation, the charge carrier thermalization
process occurs within the instrument response function time and results in a
quasi-equilibrium distribution of charge carriers. It is followed by charge
carrier cooling on a sub-picosecond time scale. The charge carrier
recombination process obeys the rate law of a second-order reaction, which
suggests that it occurs mainly via the bimolecular nongeminate recombination
process. Dependence of the charge recombination rate constant on the initial
charge carrier density has also been investigated in fluence-dependence
measurements. The sensitivity of the recombination rate constant to initial
charge carrier density is different for the three perovskite nanostructures,
signifying the strong impact of quantum confinement on exciton dynamics.
Using room-temperature cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), we
obtained the spectra of the Ã ← X̃ electronic transition of tetrahydrofuranyl
peroxy (THFOO•) and tetrahydropyranyl peroxy (THPOO•) radicals.3-4 The
peroxy radicals were produced by Cl-initiated oxidation of tetrahydrofuran and
tetrahydropyran. Quantum chemical calculations of the lowest-energy
conformers of all regioisomers of these two peroxy radicals have been carried
out to aid the spectral simulation. Conformational identification and
vibrational assignment were achieved by comparing the experimentally
obtained spectra to the simulated ones. The absence of α-THPOO• absorption
peaks in the CRD spectrum is attributed to ring-opening due to its weak Cα′O
bond.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Renewable and sustainable energy has gained the greatest interest in
the research since petroleum consumption is increasing, and fossil fuels are
eventually going to be consumed. Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are clean
sources of energy, including hydropower, geothermal, wind, biofuels, and solar
energy, mainly used for heating and power. The worldwide percentage is
suggested to reach up to 80% by 2100.5 Today's high demands on energy show
the need for the implementation of technologies that use RES to make sure we
achieve a sustainable future. Among the various above-mentioned RES, we
choose two categories to study using our laser spectroscopy techniques; solar
energy and biofuels sources. For such systems, laser spectroscopy techniques
are powerful tools for the identification and diagnosis of chemical reaction
intermediates, as well as studying molecular dynamics and chemical kinetics.
For the solar energy source, we have studied the ultrafast exciton
dynamics for Methylammonium Lead Bromide Perovskite Nanostructures as
a promising photovoltaic device material and investigated the effect of
quantum confinement on charge carrier recombination using transient
absorption spectroscopy.

1

Metal-halide perovskites are considered promising light absorbers for
photovoltaic applications,6 as well as materials in light-emitting diodes,7
photodetectors,8 and lasers.9 They possess an array of favorable photoelectric
properties including strong absorption across the visible range, very low
exciton binding energy (~ 16 meV at low temperatures),10 high charge carrier
mobility, long diffusion length (> 1 μm) for both electrons and holes,11 and low
charge carrier recombination rate. Additionally, a unique property of
perovskites is that their bandgaps are controllable by the halide content so that
they can be tuned and optimized for the solar spectrum.12 Power conversion
efficiencies (PCEs) of thin-film perovskite-based photovoltaic cells have
increased from about 3.8% to 22.1% in recent years.13-14 Higher efficiencies may
be achieved by bandgap tuning via structural modifications of the materials to
induce quantum confinement or tunneling,15 which lead to an increase and
decrease of the bandgap, respectively. Another important approach to higher
PCEs is via suppression of trap states and reduction of trap-assisted
recombination,16-19 Ultimately, increasing PCE relies on optimization of
photoinduced processes in photovoltaic materials.
Another class of RES is the biofuels. The development and utilization of
biofuels are proposed as a source of renewable energy intended to reduce the
existing dependence on petroleum-derived fuels. One type of biofuels is
lignocellulosic biofuels, mainly contains cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin.20
Cellulose is composed of glucopyranose (in the form of a (C6H10O5)n polymer),

2

and hemicellulose of C5/C6 polysaccharides, Tetrahydropyran (THP) and
tetrahydrofuran (THF) is the base structure of monosaccharides of
hemicellulose, and themselves are a lignocellulosic-derived biofuels.21 The
utilization of biofuels, lignocellulosic derived, is most practical in blends with
conventional

fuels

and

integration

as

blending

components

require

fundamental insight into the underlying autoignition chemistry.
Understanding the mechanism of combustion reactions is key for
advancing internal combustion engine design, improving the efficiency of
ignition chemistry reactions, and reducing pollutant formation.
It is critical to detect and identify transient reactive chemical
intermediates, particularly free radicals, to model the extremely complicated
chemical kinetics of combustion processes.22-23 Many intermediates in the
combustion of fuels, however, remain unidentified. For instance, although the
central role of carbonyl oxides (CH2OO) proposed by Criegee in 1949 as key
intermediates in the ozonolysis of alkenes,24 they were not directly observed in
experiment until recently.25-28 Because direct detection of these gaseous
intermediates was unavailable, the previous understanding of their reactions,
derived from indirect experimental evidence, had great uncertainties

1.1

Perovskites solar cells
The first perovskite-based solar cell was fabricated in 2012, with power

conversion efficiency (PCE) of about 9%.29 Since then, perovskite-based solar

3

cells showed a rapid increase in their PCEs to reach more than 23% by
2018.6,13,30-34 This makes the perovskite-based solar cells subjected to many
studies. These studies include investigating new structures using different
metals, legends, and halogens - and their photophysical properties.
Metal-halide perovskites are promising light absorbers for photovoltaic
applications,6,29-30,35-37 as well as materials in light-emitting diodes,7
photodetectors,8 and lasers.9,38 They possess an array of favorable photoelectric
properties including strong absorption across the visible range, very low
exciton binding energy (∼ 16 meV at low temperatures),10 high charge carrier
mobility, long diffusion length (> 1 μm) for both electrons and holes,11 and low
charge carrier recombination rate. Perovskites are also relatively cheap.36
Additionally, a unique property of perovskites is that their bandgaps are
controllable by the halide content so that they can be tuned and optimized for
the solar spectrum.12
Ultimately, increasing PCE relies on the optimization of photoinduced
processes in photovoltaic materials. Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is
a powerful tool for the study of such processes. In particular, TA spectroscopy
has been employed to investigate photoinduced processes in perovskite thin
films,11,39-42 nanostructures,43-44 and perovskite solar cell interfaces.39,45-46
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1.1.1 Perovskites Crystal structures
Perovskite is a type of a molecular structure, with general molecular
structure of AMX3, where A is a large cation, which could be an organic cationic
compound, M is a metal ion, usually lead ion (Pb2+), while X is a halogen anion,
the crystal structure of methylammonium lead bromide perovskite is
illustrated in figure 1.1. Different combinations of A, M, and X lead to different
properties, mainly photophysical properties, such as charge carrier mobility,
optical bandgap, and diffusion lengths, etc.

Figure 1.1. Methyl ammonium lead
bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3) perovskite
crystal
structure.
Figure
was
reproduced from reference [49] with
permission.
In

methylammonium

lead-Bromide

perovskites,

A

is

a

methylammonium cation (CH3NH3+) that are encased by PbBr64− units where
M is Pb2+ and X is Br−. The lead is in the center, and the six halogen anions
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surrounding the metal form an octahedral structure. Hybrid perovskites are
usually deposited as polycrystalline thin films with variable mesoscale
morphology and grain sizes ranging from tens to thousands of nanometers
depending on the growth conditions.47-48
Higher efficiencies may be achieved by bandgap tuning via structural
modifications of the materials to induce quantum confinement or tunneling,15
which leads to an increase and decrease of the bandgap, respectively. Another
important approach to higher PCEs is via suppression of trap states and
reduction

of

trap-assisted

recombination,

also

known

as

the

Shockley−Read−Hall process.16-19,31 Both optimization mechanisms can be
implemented in nanostructures whose size, shape, and surface quality can be
controlled by sample preparation time and conditions.16
Perovskites, in general, had several issues that limit their use in several
applications. Degradation of perovskites is possible if exposed to humidity,
oxygen, or heated. This causes an issue of long-term stability. Our perovskite
samples were stored under normal laboratory conditions in darkness. The
absorption and PL peak positions and shapes was stable, and no changes were
observed for almost two months. Moreover, during this period, only a 4%
decrease in ϕ was observed.49 However, other issues remain and still need to
be addressed, such as finding a suitable replacement for lead ions (toxic lead
compounds problem).
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1.1.2 Perovskites Morphologies and dimensionality
The Octahedral perovskite structure can form different structural
shapes in bulk materials and nanostructures. Morphology and grain size, along
with other several properties, are key factors in perovskite thin-film based
devices PCEs. Varying sizes and shapes of those structures allow controlling
their properties. Thus, interest in such morphologies is increasing. These lowdimension perovskites are in Nanoscale (< 100nm) and include several shapes,
like crystals, wires, and platelets. There are more variations, such as cubes or
rods.49 However, these several shapes can be classified into three main classes;
zero-dimensional perovskites Nanostructures (the structure is confined into 3
dimensions) usually called Nano-Crystals (NCs), one dimensional structure
(the structure is confined into 2 dimensions) usually called Nano-Wires (NWs)
and two dimensional structures (the structure is confined into 1 dimension)
usually called Nano-platelets (NPs).1

1.2

Peroxy Radicals
The chemistry peroxy (ROO•) radicals were subjected to studies since

they are one of the most important reaction intermediates, especially in lowtemperature combustion reactions as well as atmospheric chemistry.50-51 They
are considered as key intermediates in the atmospheric chemistry reactions,
as well as in low-temperature combustion of fuels.
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The formation of peroxy radicals in internal combustion reactions starts
with the addition of O2 to a hydrocarbon radical (R•), which initiates the chain
reactions.52-53 While in the atmosphere, reactions initiated when hydroxyl
radicals (•OH) attacks the hydrocarbons, which are biogenic or anthropogenic
hydrocarbons and form alkyl radicals, then the addition of oxygen leads to the
production of peroxy radicals. Also, in the atmosphere, peroxy radicals are
converted to alkoxy radicals (RO•) mainly via reaction with NO,54-55 in addition
to entangled chemical reactions involving NO2, ozone, and several other active
species. To understand such complicated reactions, one has to be able to detect
and determine the concentration of these species, which means, one have to
obtain a spectrum of these species.56

1.2.1 Peroxy radicals in combustion reaction chemistry
Peroxy radicals are not only key components in atmospheric chemistry
but also low-temperature internal combustion reactions. In combustion
reactions of fuels, peroxy radicals are considered the key reaction intermediate
in the whole mechanism.57-61 Oxidation of hydrocarbons at low temperatures
(T = 700~800 K) is a critical process that affects the efficiency of an internal
combustion engine. The reaction mechanisms must be understood to improve
the efficiencies of engines as well as reduce emissions to the atmosphere.
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The first step in generating the peroxy radicals by the addition of
Oxygen to the alkyl radicals (R•) (see Eq. 1.1), this reaction occurs via a threebody reaction, where the third body removes the excess energy.
R• + O2 + M → ROO• + M

(1.1)

Where M is the third body.
Through a cyclic transition state, peroxy radicals can isomerize, where
hydrogen from one of the carbons is transferred to the OO• moiety, which forms
an alkyl radical (•QOOH), the alkyl branch is now called Q to distinguish from
original radicals (see Eq. 1.2).
H–ROO• ↔︎ •QOOH

(1.2)

Upon further addition of O2 to the •QOOH, another peroxy radicals can
be formed (•OOQOOH radical),
O2 + •QOOH + M → •OOQOOH + M

(1.3)

The further formed radical decomposes to produce peroxide and (HOO•)
radicals. An alkoxy radical (RO•) and a hydroxy radical (OH•) are formed upon
thermal decomposition of peroxy radicals, and OH• initiates the chain reaction
again by reacting with another hydrocarbon, see equations 1.4 and 1.5.
ROOH → RO• + •OH

(1.4)

•OH + RH → R• + H2O

(1.5)
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The type of the hydrogen atoms present, i.e., primary, secondary, or
tertiary governs the rate of formation of •QOOH radicals, or in other words,
the more the acidic hydrogen, the higher the chance of abstraction and forming
•QOOH radicals.62
The formation of the •QOOH species leads to a chain reaction, in which
more •OH radicals are produced. This will lead to an increase in radical
concentration (see Eq. 1.4). Hence, results in a process so-called “autoignition
process”, (AKA engine knocking), this process decreases the efficiency of an
internal combustion engine.57-58
To decrease engine knock phenomena, reaction mechanisms must be
understood to reduce peroxy radical isomerization to •QOOH. This also means
that understanding structures (i.e., conformers and isomers) is important to
reduce the rate of isomerization of peroxy radicals to •QOOH radicals.63-65

1.2.2 Peroxy radicals in atmospheric chemistry
Peroxy radicals are not only reactive species in the internal combustion
reaction, but they entangle very complicated chemical reactions that occur in
the atmosphere. They are considered one of the most important species in the
atmosphere, along with Nitrogen dioxide and ozone.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), are the main source of the peroxy
radicals in the atmosphere, more than 90% of these VOCs are from biogenic
sources, i.e., natural sources. The remaining portion is from anthropogenic
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sources like transportation, combustions, factories, and other human-made
sources.66 The production of peroxy radicals is initiated by the reaction of these
VOCs with (•OH) radicals, which is considered as the most abundant radical
in the troposphere.
If produced in the atmosphere, peroxy radicals would cause lots of
consequences. First, peroxy radicals undergo a chain of reactions that finally
produces (•OH) radicals and alkoxy radicals (RO•). Which, in turn, further
react with oxygen and form HOO• radicals and carbonyl compounds. Also, the
HOO• radical can react with NO• to produce •OH radicals. See Eqs. 1.6 and
1.7.
RO• + O2 → R’C = O + HOO•

(1.6)

HOO• + NO• → NO2 + •OH

(1.7)

•OH, produced in reaction 1.7, leads to further chemical reactions in the
atmosphere. The produced •OH radicals can participate in several processes in
the atmosphere. If migrated to the stratosphere, it will be involved in the
decomposition of ozone (O3).
•OH + O3 → HOO• + O2

(1.8)

Which causes the famous Ozone depletion problem and increase UV radiation
on the earth. Second, peroxy radicals interrupt the equilibrium of NO x, i.e.,
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NO• ↔︎ NO2• in the troposphere, where it increases the production of ozone. In
this case, ozone is considered a pollutant.
Moreover, peroxy radicals react with NO2 and form alkyl peroxy nitrates
(RO2NO2), which is considered as reservoirs for NO2.

1.2.3 Reactions of peroxy radicals with NO2
Another major contribution of peroxy radicals in the tropospheric
chemistry are the reactions with NO2•, where it produces peroxy-nitrates
(RO2NO2).
RO2 + NO2 → RO2NO2

(1.15)

Acyl peroxy nitrates, a class of peroxy nitrates, have very long lifetimes
at cold temperatures (at the north and the south poles of the globe, lifetimes
could be as long as weeks), which act as a reservoir for NO2 until they
thermally decompose into peroxy and nitrogen dioxide.
∆

RO2NO2 →

RO2 + NO2

(1.16)

Thus, they are considered as a reservoir for NO2 over wider areas.67
Nitrogen dioxide is involved as a central reactant in free radicals cycling
as well as ozone production, where the latter is considered as a pollutant in the
troposphere.
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When exposed to UV light, NO2 decomposes into NO and atomic Oxygen.
Which, in turn, reacts with molecular Oxygen, and form Ozone via a 3-body
reaction mechanism.68
hν

NO2 →

NO• + O•

O• + O2 → O3

(1.9)
(1.10)

NO• + O3 → NO2 + O2

(1.11)

The produced Ozone can further react with NO• in the first step and
produce NO2 again, which means, as a net result, ozone will not be produced
in the troposphere. However, this is true only if other free radicals do not exist.
In fact, the presence of peroxy radicals interrupts the above mechanism. It was
found that the reaction rate of the NO• with peroxy radicals is at least 100
times faster than the reaction with Ozone,68 i.e., more than 99% of the
produced NO• will reproduce NO2 again, and the production of ozone will be
more pronounced.:
NO• + RO2• → NO2• + RO•
hν

NO2 →

NO• + O•

O• + O2 → O3
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(1.12)

(1.13)
(1.14)

1.2.4 Peroxy radicals electronic structures
The electronic structure of the peroxy radical was well studied.69-76 In
general, most peroxy radicals share similar features of the electronic structure;
this is mainly because the electron promotion in peroxy radicals happens on
the same moiety, which is the OO moiety. Thus, we will discuss the electronic
structure of the simplest peroxy radical, methyl peroxy radical (CH3OO•), as
an example.
The electronic structure of methyl peroxy radical is well discussed in by
Jafri et al.74 The first excited electronic state (Ã state) was found to be bound
state, while the second excited state (B̃ state) was a dissociative state.
Previously, UV absorption spectroscopy was used to monitor the peroxy
radicals,77-79 targeting their B̃  X̃ absorption. The advantage of monitoring
this transition is that it has a large absorption cross section, which makes
monitoring kinetics much easier than if it has low absorption. However, since
the B̃ state is a dissociative state, the resulting spectrum for almost all peroxy
radicals is a broad featureless absorption mainly due to the lifetime broadening
associated with such state, this makes the use of UV transition not suitable for
monitoring the kinetics of peroxy radical, especially when self-reactions of
peroxy do exist, and several peroxies do exist in the sample, which is very
common in the gas phase spectroscopy, this makes peroxy radicals
indistinguishable from each other since they share similar structures.
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On the other hand, the Ã – X̃ transition is a better choice for the purpose.
The Ã – X̃ transition falls NIR, and since Ã state is a bound state, unlike B̃
state, this means that the absorption band in this region will have a unique
structure for each peroxy radical, which makes distinguishing peroxy radicals
from each other possible, and allows following the kinetics of the targeted
radicals. However, the Ã – X̃ transition is forbidden, which means that the
cross section for this transition significantly smaller than that for B̃ – X̃
transition.80 Unfortunately, traditional absorption techniques are not
sufficient in this case, but special techniques are needed.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL
2.1

Transient Absorption (TA) Spectroscopy

2.1.1 Pump-Probe principal
In normal absorption, if a laser pulse shined to the sample and the
transmission is recorded, it represents the ground state population. (See figure
2.1 A). While In the pump-probe experiment, usually, the excited state
dynamics are the target of the study, like in our experiment. Thus, the samples
have to be prepared in the targeted excited state before measuring
transmission, and this is achieved by using a strong laser pulse shined to the
sample. This pulse called the “pump” and used only to prepare the sample in
the excited state. It gets dumbed after that. Then, some of the samples will
have a population in the targeted excited state. Therefore, another laser pulse
is shined to the sample after a certain time, and the transmission of this pulse
is recorded. The second pulse is now called “Probe” and used to monitor the
population of the samples after “pumping” with the first pulse. The pump and
the probe pulses must overlap spatially and temporally in the sample. (See
figure 2.1 B).
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Figure 2.1. (A-left) steady state absorption spectroscopy principle left, (Aright) is an illustration of the transition monitored by probe pulse. (B-left)
pump-probe TA spectroscopy with delay between the two pulses, (B-right)
both populations of ground and excited states are monitored by the probe
pulse. (C) introducing the pump-probe delay allows to measure the
dynamics related to the excited state after subtracting of those for the
ground state.
If the pump and probe pulses reach the sample at the same time, i.e., Δt
pump-probe

= 0, the time is called time zero, and the excited state population

monitored by the probe is usually at the maximum. A delay must be introduced
between the pump and the probe, to measure the temporal evolution of the
populations (signals), i.e., Δt pump-probe > 0. The delay time between pump and
probe is introduced by a motorized (mechanical) delay stage, and then the
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obtained signal intensity is proportional to the delay time (delay time
represents the lifetime of the state); see figure 2.1C. The temporal resolution
is only limited by the duration time of the original light source and does not
rely on the electronic response time of the detector. The delay time between
the pump and the probe pulses is a result of a difference in the travel distance
of the two pulses introduced by the delay stage. It is calculated and recorded
as Δt.
The measured transmission, in this case, corresponds to all populated
states, i.e., Ground and exacted states. Thus, pumped and unpumped probe
transmissions are recorded, to subtract the background transmission. This is
achieved by using a synchronized optical chopper revolving at half of the
repetition rate of the laser source to modulate the pump beam so that half of
the pump pulses are blocked. When the pump beam is blocked, only the probe
beam passes through the sample, and the transmitted signal was used as the
reference signal (I0). With the pump pulse blocked and unblocked, the changes
in the optical density (ΔOD) are measured and recorded as a function of Δt.

 I * ( t,  probe ) 
OD ( t ,  probe ) = −log 

 I 0 ( probe ) 

(2.1)

where I0 and I* are the probe beam transmission with the pump beam blocked
and unblocked, respectively.
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2.1.2 Signal possible contributions.
Based on Beer’s law, the transient absorption of the probe light is
related to the population in the ground state and the excited states of the
system. Therefore, different TA signals can be obtained and used to study the
system under excitation. Ground state bleaching, excited states absorption,
and stimulated emission are the most common TA signals. Figure 2.2A
illustrates the possible transition.
After the system got excited from the ground state (S0) to a higher
electronic state (S1) by a pump beam, the ground state is depopulated, and the
ground-state absorption decreases. Hence, I* is larger than I0, resulting in a
negative ΔOD signal, which is named the ground-state bleaching signal.
Meanwhile, electrons that are populating the excited state lead to an excitedstate absorption. In this case, I* is smaller than I0, resulting in a positive ΔOD
signal. While electrons relaxing back to the ground state via fluorescence or
stimulated emission, another negative ΔOD signal will be observed and is
called the stimulated emission signal. The overall observed signal is the
superposition of all possible signals, see figure 2.2B.
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Figure 2.2. (A) possible transition upon introducing a probe pulse after a pump
pulse. Violet arrow represents the pump, while dashed red arrow represents
the ground state bleaching (GSB) signal and the blue is the stimulated
emission (SE), the green arrow represents the excited state absorption (ESA).
To the right (B) are the three signals corresponds to the three possible
transitions in the left. Red is the GSB, blue is the SE, green is the ESA and the
black solid line is the overall TA signal.

2.1.3 Light source
Ultrashort laser pulses have very high peak power. If amplified, the high
peak power might burn laser gain media and optics. Thus, the peak power has
to be reduced first then amplified, this is accomplished by stretching the pulses
over time, so the peak power becomes significantly lower than it can be
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amplified and compressed in time. This process called Chirped Pulse
Amplification (CPA).

2.1.3.1 Laser head
The femtosecond laser pulses are generated by the Clark–MXR CPA
Series laser head. The laser consists of two levels. At the bottom level, a diode
laser and a single-mode Erbium-doped fiber (SErF) oscillator are located, the
diode laser is with an output wavelength of 980 nm and a power of ~200 mW.
The SErF fiber laser is pumped by the diode laser. The output of the SErF fiber
oscillator has a wavelength of 775 nm and a pulse energy of less than 1 nJ.
At the top level, a pulse stretcher, a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pump
laser, a Ti:Sa regenerative amplifier, and a pulse compressor are located. All
together represents the CPA that amplifies the bottom level output.
First, the output pulse of ~100 fs is stretched in time 200 times, i.e., to
~20 ps by a grating pair. Then, the stretched pulses are fed as the seed into the
regenerative amplifier (RGA) cavity on the top level. The Ti:Sapphire
regenerative amplifier is pumped by a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser. After the injection of the seed into the Ti:Sa crystal. The intensity of the
pulse increases every round trip inside the cavity. After several round trips in
the cavity, the pulse energy reaches saturation. Therefore, the pulse exits the
cavity at saturation (pulse energy ~1W at 1 kHz repetition rate), and then
compressed to ~150 fs pulse duration time by a pair of gratings in the pulse
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compressor. The amplified and temporally compressed pulses exit the CPA
laser head and are used as the fundamental for further frequency conversions.

2.1.3.2 Wavelength Tuning (frequency conversions)
Since the fundamental output is a fixed frequency (775 nm), further
frequency conversion methods are employed.
In the current experiment, nonlinear optical parametric amplification
(NOPA), second harmonic generation (SHG), and white light generation (WL)
are employed to the fundamental output. Linear optical processes are the
processes where the input laser frequency is maintained in the output. While
in nonlinear processes, frequency is changed, i.e., different frequencies of the
input and the output. NOPA and SHG were used as pump sources, while the
generated white light serves as a probe.

2.1.3.2.1

Pump sources

None linear processes include nth harmonic generation, where n photons
of a certain wavelength (λ) are absorbed by a media, and emitted wavelength
from that media would be equal to (λ/n). Second-harmonics (SHG) of the
fundamental output was used as one of the pump sources in this experiment;
wavelength was about 388 nm.
The second pump source in our experiment was a 490 nm laser pulses,
generated from via NOPA box in our experimental setup. In NOPA, frequency
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is generated by pump and seed lasers overlapped spatially and temporally in
a barium borate (BBO) crystal. The angle between the pump and the optical
axis of the crystal is the phase-matching angle. When the SHG of the
fundamental (388 nm) is used as the pump source, supercontinuum “white
light” is used as the seed source, and phase matching angle can be tuned, the
amplified signal can be obtained at the desired wavelength in the range of (460
– 680 nm). NOPA output was optimized to ~490 nm in the current experiment.

2.1.3.2.2

Probe source

When a strong, ultrafast laser pulse passes a medium, several nonlinear
processes occur. Collectively, these processes cause a series of spectral
broadening of the original pulse, which results in a broadband pulse, ranging
from UV to near IR. The resulting laser called the supercontinuum white light
source.81 In our experiment, a portion of the fundamental of the CPA at 775
nm ~ 25mW was focused on BBO crystal to generate stable white light of 400
– 700 nm used as a probe in our experiment.

2.1.4 Experimental setup
Four main component boxes in the femtosecond laser system used in this
experiment: CPA laser head, NOPA, SHG, and Transient absorption PumpProbe Spectrometer (TAPPS).
As shown in Figure 2.3, the CPA laser head generates a fundamental
output (Red arrows). The output is split into the NOPA and the SHG (Blue
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arrows). In the NOPA, the fundamental goes through two stages of
amplification and a pulse compressor. The Output of the NOPA was used as a
pump source (Green arrow). The supercontinuum white light is generated in
the TAPPS Box and used as a probe (Rainbow colored arrows).
In pump-probe, the pump and the probe beams go through different
beam paths, and each path involves a retro-reflector. The retro-reflector for the
probe beam is on a rail track can be adjusted manually. The retro-reflector of
the pump beam is fixed on a motorized translation stage by the data acquisition
program. Therefore, the delay time between the pump and probe can be
calculated from the difference in the length of the two beam paths, which in
turn is determined by the software.
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Figure 2.3. A schematic illustrates our experimental layout. CPA, NOPA,
SHG and TAPPS are shown in the figure. Red arrows represent the
fundamental, blue is the SHG output, green is the NOPA output and the
rainbow colored is whit light. M: mirror, BS: beam splitter, WLX: white light
crystal, BBO: NOPA crystal, BD: beam dumber, 𝜈×2: SHG crystal, FM:
flipping mirror, RR: retro reflector, MDS: motorized delay stage. Some
optical components like irises and filters and some others are omitted for
simplicity. The pump and probe are overlapped in the sample (yellow circle).
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2.2

Cavity ring-down Principle

2.2.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption can be measured according to Beer-Lambert Law:

𝐴 =

𝐼0
𝐼

= 10𝜎𝑙𝑐

(2.2)

where 𝐴 is the absorbance, 𝐼0 is the initial light intensity, 𝐼 is the transmitted
light intensity, 𝜎 is the absorption cross section, 𝑙 is the absorption path length,
and c is the concentration.
When absorption is weak, two methods can be used to obtain a spectrum;
increasing the concentration, or the absorption path length. However, in the
case of radical target species, for example, increasing the concentration might
cause side reactions. Peroxy radicals, for example, have a very low absorption
cross section in the IR region (Ã  X̃ Transition discussed in chapter 4).
increasing the concentration will initiate the peroxy radicals self-reaction,
which will cause the presence of other unwanted peroxy radicals, and makes
the spectra complicated.
On the other hand, increasing the absorption path length is impossible
for technical reasons. In this experiment, we generate our target species
(peroxy radicals) using the photolysis of precursors (discussed in section 2.2.4).
This also requires the photolysis to be extended along the detection axis to
generate the target species. If a long reaction cell is used, the photolysis beam
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will be too long. Hence its fluence will be very low, and target radicals would
not be produced in the reaction cell.
Since neither long-pass absorption spectroscopy nor increasing the
radical concentrations are possible (in our experiment), special techniques
must be employed to overcome such a problem. Cavity ringdown spectroscopy
(CRDS)82-85 is a suitable experimental technique for the detection of small
concentrations and low absorption cross section materials.

2.2.2 CRDS principle
In CRDS, high-reflectivity mirrors are used to make an optical cavity.
Due to high reflectivity, if a laser is injected into the cavity, a small amount of
light will be transmitted through the mirrors. The leaked intensity of the
transmitted light is detected, and it is proportional to the intensity of light in
the cavity. The overall intensity of the transmitted laser reaches the detector
decays exponentially, due to the loss of the laser intensity each round trip in
the cavity. This observed decay is called the ringdown curve. The bouncing of
the laser light between the cavity mirrors increases the absorption pathlength
(l), which improves the sensitivity of the experiment significantly without
increasing concentration or cell length. Figure 2.4 illustrates the CRDS
principle.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of the CRDS principle, when light is injected
to an empty cavity (A-left), the laser will bounce back and forth
between cavity mirrors, the leaked light intensity is recorded with
time (A-right) and result in an exponential decay curve called ring
down curve, exponential fitting result is the ring down time. If an
absorber is introduced in the cavity (B-left), the leaked intensity
decreases, hence ring down time decrease (B-Right). Absorption per
pass is calculated from the difference in the ring down times.
Ideally, the ring down curve should consist of one exponential decay,
indicating only one laser mode injected into the cavity. However, if pulsed
lasers were used, this is usually not the case, where multi modes are injected
into the cavity, and multi-exponential decay is expected.
Adapting Beer-Lambert law to calculate the loss of the intensity due to
the cavity (eq.2.3),

Icavity = I0 ∙ e

[− (

Loss
# of reflections
)∙(
)∙(#of Round trips)]
Reflection
Round trip

If R were the reflectivity of the mirrors, then,
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(2.3)

(2.4)

loss per reflection = 1 − R

The number of round trips in time (t) would be given by (eq.2.5)
t∙c

#of Round trips =

(2.5)

2L

Where (L) is the length of the ring-down cavity , and (c) is the speed of light.
Since the cavity consists of two mirrors, then the number of reflections
per round trip is equal to two. By substituting equations 2.4 and 2.5 in equation
2.3 results in Eq. 2.6, which describes the loss of the intensity of laser light in
the empty cavity.

Icavity = I0 ∙ e[−

(1−R)∙(

t∙c
)]
L

(2.6)

The amount of time it takes for the light decay is called “empty cavity
ring-down” time (τ0) defined as the time for the light intensity to decay to the
1/e of the initial intensity (I0) and given by:

τ0 =

L

(2.7)

c.(1−R)

Similarly, the loss of intensity due to the absorber (sample) can be described
by:

Isample = I0 ∙ e

Loss
)∙(#of Round trips)]
[− (
Round trip

Isample = I0 ∙ e[−

(2σnl)∙(
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t∙c
)]
2L

(2.8)

Where (l) is the effective path length. Combining equations 2.8 and 2.7 results
in

I = I0 ∙ e[−

t∙c
)]
2L

[(1−R)+(2σnl)]∙(

(2.9)

The ring-down time of the cavity with the absorbing sample, τabs, is given by

τabs =

L
c.[(1−R)+σnl]

(2.10)

The quantity (σnl) is the Absorption (A) of a sample, then Combining equations
2.7 and 2.10 results in

A =

L
c

(τ

1

abs

1

(2.11)

−τ )
0

CRDS is based on measuring the decay rate of the light trapped in a
high finesse optical cavity. Therefore, the ability to accurately measure the
ringdown time τ will limit CRDS sensitivity. Upon introduction of a small
absorption per pass, into a cavity, the empty cavity ringdown time τ empty will
decrease by Δτ,
Δτ = τabs – τ0

(2.12)

And according to equation 2.11,
Δτ

A = (1 − R) (τ

abs
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)

(2.13)

Strong absorption will result in a short ring-down time τabs leading to
the decrease in accuracy of the absorption measurements. Higher mirrors
reflectivity R will result in longer ringdown times and higher sensitivity. It is
also evident that sensitivity depends on relative measurement error,

Δτ
τ

.

The sensitivity of the pulsed CRDS apparatus can be substantially
increased by ensuring a single-mode excitation in the cavity and matching
laser to TEM00 mode. Cavity ring-down spectroscopy has a major advantage
over traditional spectroscopic techniques. Measurement of decay rate in the
time domain is intrinsically more accurate than observing small intensity
changes on top of the strong laser pulse background. Therefore, unlike most
pulsed, direct absorption methods, the cavity ringdown is insensitive to the
fluctuation of probe pulse intensity.
For a typical flow cell CRDS experimental setup, L = l = 0.5 m, R =
99.995%, the empty-cavity ring-down time is 33 μs, and the effective path
length is 10 km. A minimum detectable absorption coefficient of ~0.3 ppm per
pass can be achieved.

2.2.3 CRDS Cavity alignment
A will aligned ringdown cavity is necessary for the maximum ring-down
curve, which leads to better signal to noise ratio. Since the invisible IR beam
is going to be injected into the cavity, cavity alignment faces lots of difficulties.
A colinear HeNe laser beam used to align the cavity. The first step is to ensure
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that the HeNe laser is overlapped with the IR beam just before the cavity. This
is done by directing the visible fundamental exiting out of the Raman shifter
cell into two irises using a set of two mirrors; this will automatically align the
IR beam. Then before the set of mirrors and the irises, the HeNe laser beam is
centered on the same irises using a different set of mirrors. It is very important
not to touch the mirrors used in the IR alignment.
The HeNe is then directed through the cell, using the optics and mirrors
after the two irises, aligned onto the center of both ends. Although CRD
mirrors are transparent to visible light, there will be a reflection of the HeNe
from both surfaces of the mirror. The brighter spot corresponds to the inside
surface of the mirror, which is the important surface for the cavity alignment.
This reflection spots of the two mirrors should be aligned to overlap with the
original HeNe beam. This is done by centering the back reflection onto a white
card with a pinhole smaller or equal to the diameter of the beam. After
finishing the alignment, the exit beam of the cavity must be aligned to the
detector to observe the ringdown curve and fine-tune the alignment. The
detector should be connected to an oscilloscope. A detailed, step by step
procedure is explained in appendix A.

2.2.4 Radical generation via photolysis
Two main methods can be used to produce the peroxy radicals via
photolysis, first; Direct photolysis of the halogenated precursor, where the
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halogen is at the target position of the radical, in the presence of oxygen and
nitrogen buffer gas.86 The photolysis wavelength (photon energy) is chosen
based on the halogen-carbon bond energy. The criteria for choosing a photolysis
wavelength depend on the experiment itself, such as the absorption cross
section of the precursors and halogen substitution on the precursors. Target
radicals are formed according to the following chemical equations:
hν (λ = 266 or 193 nm)

R–X →

R• + X•

R• + O2 → ROO•

(2.14)

(2.15)

Nitrogen gas usually used as a carrier gas and acts as a third body in
the reaction.
Second; radicals are produced via hydrogen abstraction by chlorine
attack,87-88 produced in 193 nm photolysis of oxalyl chloride (COCl)2:
hν (λ = 266 or 193 nm)

(COCl)2 →

2CO + Cl•

Cl• + R − H → R• + HCl
R• + O2 → ROO•

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

2.2.5 Light sources
2.2.5.1 Photolysis lasers
In this experiment, two different lasers were used for photolysis.
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ArF Excimer Laser
ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik, LPX 120i) was used to provide the
193 nm photons for photolysis. The laser is controlled via pc with a fiber optics
connection.
First, the laser has to be filled with the correct gas ratio to obtain the
max output. If necessary, the laser can be passivated with F2 gas and helium
burned, to make sure the tube is clean and saturated with F2 gas. Otherwise,
laser power could decrease rapidly. The complete procedure of the passivation,
the hilum burn, gas filling are described in detail in appendix A.
The correct ratios for gas mixture to be filled in the laser head are
summarized in table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Gas mixture ratios for ArF excimer laser, output
193 nm.
Gas

Amount (mbar)

Total (mbar)

%5 F2 in He Balance

130

130

99.999% Ar

250

380

99.999% Ne

2620

3000

After filling the excimer laser, the power was measured directly at the
exit aperture and found to be 250 mJ. The spot is a rectangular shape with 1
× 3 cm2 dimensions. Due to the absorption of the atmospheric oxygen and
generation of ozone gas, the laser cannot travel freely in the space, it has to be
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contained, where ozone generation prevented for health and safety, a
vacuumed tube with two glass windows along the whole travel distance was
prepared to prevent ozone generation in the atmosphere of the lab. On the
other hand, the output power of the laser will decrease drastically after about
1-meter travel distance due to the absorption. The vacuumed tube also helped
in maintaining the power of the laser.
The laser then directed to the absorption cell and re-shaped to a
rectangular shape of 12 x 0.5 cm2 by using cylindrical diversion lens, where the
curvature axis was parallel to the laser spot in order to expand the beam in the
horizontal axis, then it was followed by another cylindrical conversion lens
perpendicular to the first lens to stretch the beam on the vertical axis. This
increases the photolysis efficiency and the absorption length of the produced
radicals. After reshaping the beam, the fluence of the 193 nm photolysis laser
was ~15 mJ/cm2.

Nd:YAG fourth harmonic
Also, the fourth harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics, QuantaRay Pro-270, λ = 266 nm) was used as the photolysis source. Similar to the
excimer laser mentioned above, a set of diverging and converging cylindrical
lenses was used to reshape the photolysis-laser beam cross section to a 12×0.5
cm2 rectangle. Fluences of both 266 and 193 nm photolysis lasers were similar
for comparison in control experiments ~15 mJ/cm2.
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2.2.5.2 CRD Laser
The laser light used in probing our target species was generated by
several consecutive processes. First, the second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser
(Spectra-Physics, Quanta-Ray Pro-270) was used to pump a tunable dye laser
(Sirah, PrecisionScan). Then the output of the dye laser was focused at the
center of an H2 cell to generate near-IR radiation by Raman shifting. Figure
2.5 shows a Schematic for the CRD laser source used in the current
experiment.

Figure 2.5. A schematic illustrates the CRD light source used, the
dye laser is pumped by second harmonics of the Nd:YAG laser
then focused on the hydrogen Raman cell to generate IR laser.

The pyrromethene and DCM dyes were used to cover the wavelength
range of ~585 to ~670 nm. The visible output from the dye laser with pulse
energy ~90mJ was directed to Raman shifter cell to generate a laser beam in
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the wavelength range of λ = 1.15-1.55 μm. The fundamental, the anti-Stokes,
and the first Stokes radiations were blocked by two long-pass filters (cutoffs =
780 and 1000 nm). The transmitted second Stokes radiation was collimated by
a telescope consisting of two confocal lenses (f = 7.5 and 2.5 cm). A 100 μm
diameter pinhole was placed at the focal point for mode selection. The resulting
second Stokes radiation (1-2 mJ) was directed through the reaction cell.
The linewidth of the visible fundamental from the dye-laser measured
0.06 cm-1 using a spectrometer (HighFinesse, WS-7). The linewidth of the nearIR radiation is limited by the pressure and Doppler broadenings in the H2 cell
to about 1 GHz.89-90 Figure 2.6 is a schematic that shows our laser sources along
with the reaction cell.
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Figure 2.6. Schematic illustrating Photolysis Light sources in CRDS experimental setup.

Raman Shifting cell
Raman effect on materials will cause frequency conversion of the
incident light from one wavelength to another. When light enters a medium,
the molecules of that medium can be excited to its excited states. When the
excited molecules relax back to their ground state, they can emit light of higher
frequency (anti-Stokes), the same frequency (Rayleigh), or lower frequency
(Stokes). The frequency shift between the incident and shifted photons is
dependent on the medium used. Hydrogen gas has a frequency shift of 4155.2
cm−1. Therefore, the stock shifted generated from our fundamental will cover
the range of 1.15 – 1.55 μm. Figure 2.7 illustrates the Raman shifting process
for hydrogen.

Figure 2.7. Energy diagram illustrating the Raman effect. If molecules
were excited, it relaxes back to the ground state with lower frequency
(Stokes), or with the same frequency (Rayleigh), or of higher frequency
than the input (anti-Stokes).
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2.2.6 Room-Temperature reaction cell
A 20 cm stainless-steel reaction cell was used in the current
experiment.3,91 The cell has two rectangular UV-grade quartz side windows for
the photolysis laser beam. CRD mirrors (Los Gatos Research, R > 99.99%) was
mounted on commercially available mounts, mounted on a 15 cm long arms on
both sides. The arms are attached to the cell body to form a ring-down cavity.
The reaction cell was connected to a vacuum pump with a needle valve
to control the pumping speed and total pressure in the reaction cell. CRD
mirrors and quartz windows were purged by N2 flow continuously to prevent
contamination. Figure 2.8 illustrates the reaction cell, along with the gas
delivery system.

Figure 2.8. Reaction cell setup and gas flow diagram.
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Precursors were stored in stainless steel reservoirs. The flow of the
carrier above the liquid samples and carried their vapors into the stainlesssteel reaction cell. Saturation vapor pressures were controlled and stabilized
by immersing precursors reservoirs in a 1:1 water-ethylene glycol bath (-10°C).
A gas delivery system with mass flow controllers (MKS, 247D and GE50A) was
used to control the flow rates by controlling the flow of the carrier gases.

2.2.7 Detection, Timing control, and delay generation
The Transmitted CRD laser through the cavity was focused on and
detected by an InGaAs amplified photodiode (Thorlabs, PDA10CS). The signal
was acquired with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO3014). The ring-down curves
were averaged 32 times at each laser wavelength before being sent to a PC via
a USB port. A home-built LabVIEW program was used for data processing.
The averaged ring-down curves of up to 100,000 data points were fit to a biexponential decay function. The longer of the two fit time constants was used
to calculate the fractional absorption (in ppm/pass). If necessary, ring-down
curves sent to the PC or determined ring-down times at each wavelength were
further averaged by the LabVIEW program.
CRD laser, Photolysis laser, and the oscilloscope were synchronized
using a delay generator (Stanford Research System, DG645) at a 20 Hz
repetition rate. The LabVIEW program controlled the on/off of the excimer
laser and wavelength scan of the dye laser buy sending a TTL trigger pulse to
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an and gate, that combines the PC TTL pulse and the trigger of the delay
generator. Sirah laser was running on a triggered scan mode, Sirah
wavelength change was triggered at the falling edge of the PC TTL pulse each
off event. Figure 2.9 shows the timing control sequence of all instruments. In
the figure, (A) represents the TTL out of the PC generated by the LabVIEW
program, (B) is the TTL generated by the delay generator, sent to both Nd:YAG
and oscilloscope, (C) TTL Out of the and gate, sent to the excimer laser. The
output of the and gate is generated by adding the TTL signals from A and B,
and (D) represent the wavelength change event of the dye laser triggered at
the falling edge of the TTL pulses on trace A. each laser pulse on trace B
represents a ring-down event. The time separation of each laser pulse is
determined by the repetition rate, while the TTL pulse duration generated
from the PC (trace A in figure 2.9) is determined by the averaging of the ring
down traces multiplied by the repetition rate. The Sirah laser will change the
wavelength at the falling edge of the TTL signal generated on trace A and will
park at that wavelength until all measurements are done.
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Figure 2.9. Timing control and synchronization of all
instruments in the current experiment. (A) represent the TTL
out of the PC generated by the LabVIEW program, (B) is the
TTL generated by the delay generator, sent to both Nd:YAG
and oscilloscope, (C) TTL Out of the and gate, sent to the
excimer laser. The output of the and gate is generated adding
the TTL signals from A and B, and (D) represent the
wavelength change event of the dye laser triggered at the
falling edge of the TTL pulses on trace A.
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CHAPTER 3
ULTRAFAST EXCITON DYNAMICS IN SHAPECONTROLLED METHYLAMMONIUM LEAD
BROMIDE PEROVSKITE NANOSTRUCTURES:
EFFECT OF QUANTUM CONFINEMENT ON CHARGE
CARRIER RECOMBINATION
3.1

Introduction
It is well known that the morphology of photovoltaic materials affects

both the steady-state and time-resolved spectra significantly. Especially, the
electron-hole interaction and local charge carrier lifetimes in perovskite thin
films are impacted by their microstructure.92-93 The quantum confinement
effect

is

manifested

in

both

the

UV-visible

absorption

and

the

photoluminescence (PL) spectra of perovskite nanostructures.
Although thin-film perovskites have been extensively studied by TA and other
ultrafast spectroscopic techniques,42 charge carrier dynamics in lowerdimensional perovskites, especially one-dimensional nanowires and nanorods,
were not investigated in a great detail.94-102
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In this chapter, femtosecond TA spectroscopy studies on the
photoinduced dynamics of a series of methylammonium lead bromide
(CH3NH3PbBr3) nanostructures: nanocrystals (NCs, 0D), nanowires (NWs,
1D), and nanoplatelets (NPs, 2D). The exciton Bohr radius (aB) of
CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite was calculated to be 1.36 nm,103-104 using the
effective masses of electrons and holes, comparable or smaller than the
dimensions of the nanostructures. Our perovskite nanostructures are therefore
not in the strong confinement regime, in which the electron and hole exist
predominantly as separate particles rather than excitons.105
Information on photoinduced dynamics has been derived from the
analysis of the TA spectra. Specifically, sub-picosecond hot electron and hole
cooling has been observed, while the ensuing recombination process is on
timescales of tens or hundreds of picoseconds depending on the initial charge
carrier density. Time evolution of the state-filling, stimulated emission, and
intraband absorption signals in the TA spectra are governed by these two
processes, while bandgap renormalization induces a sub-picosecond sub-bandgap absorption signal. Comparison between fit values of peak centers and time
constants of various photoinduced processes in all three nanostructures under
different pump fluences, especially those of charge carrier recombination,
demonstrates that structural and dimensional differences affect not only band
structure but also charge carrier dynamics.
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3.2

Experiment
Chemicals
Lead(II) bromide (PbBr2, 99.999%), methylamine solution (CH3NH2, 2.0

M in THF), hydrobromic acid (HBr, 48%), n-octylamine (CH3(CH2)7NH2, 99%),
oleic acid (99%), octanoic acid (99%), 1-octadecene (1-ODE, 90%), acetone
(99.5%, ACS reagent) and toluene (99.5%, ACS reagent) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was purchased from Fischer
Scientific. Before use ODE was kept under a high vacuum overnight and
transferred to the glovebox under N2 atmosphere. All solvents were purged
with N2 for 30 min before use.

Methylammonium and octyl ammonium bromide synthesis
Bromide salts of methylamine and n-octylamine were prepared using a
modified literature procedure.49,106
HBr (10.84 mL, 0.2 mol) was added drop-wise to a solution of CH3NH2
(7.2 mL, 0.2 mol) or CH3(CH2)7NH2 (32.98 mL, 0.2 mol) and ethanol (20 mL) at
0 ˚C under stirring. The stirring continued for 3 hrs before the ethanol was
removed by rotary evaporation. The solid was again dissolved in a minimum
amount of ethanol and recrystallized by the addition of ether. The solid was
then dried under vacuum, resulting in a snow-white crystalline material that
was stored inside the glove box for further use.
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NCs Synthesis
In CH3NH3PbBr3 NCs synthesis, a 120 L of oleic acid (0.31 mmol) was
dissolved in 2-mL of 1-ODE in a two-neck round bottom flask under N2. At 90
˚C, the reaction mixture was stirred for 45 min. At this point, 0.0126 g (0.06
mmol) of solid CH3(CH2)6CH2NH3Br was added to the reaction mixture and
stirred for an additional 30 min at 90 ˚C. Separately, 0.0035 g (0.0315 mmol)
of CH3NH3Br and 0.037 g (0.1 mmol) of PbBr2 were dissolved in 100 and 200
L DMF, respectively. The CH3NH3Br solution was added first and then
allowed to react for 60 sec before the addition of the PbBr2 solution. The
solution color turned light yellow, at 60 sec, 0.5 mL reaction mixture was
injected into 5 mL acetone to quench the reaction. The yellow solid was
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min, collected, and then again dissolved in
toluene. The solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 2 min, and the
translucent yellow supernatant was collected. The solution was dried under a
high vacuum and stored in a 20-mL vial capped under nitrogen.

NWs Synthesis
A 120 L of oleic acid (0.38 mmol) was dissolved in 6 mL of 1-ODE in a
two-neck round bottom flask under N2. At 90 ˚C, the reaction mixture was
stirred for 45 min. At this point, 0.0126 g (0.06 mmol) of solid
CH3(CH2)6CH2NH3Br was added to the reaction mixture. Then, stirred for an
additional 30 min at 90 C. Separately, 0.0044 g (0.032 mmol) of CH3NH3Br
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and 0.037 g (0.1 mmol) of PbBr2 were dissolved in 100 and 200 L DMF,
respectively. The CH3NH3Br solution was added first and then allowed to react
for 60 sec before the addition of the PbBr2 solution. The solution color turned
light yellow, and after 240 sec 0.5 mL reaction mixture was injected into 5 mL
of acetone to quench the reaction. We followed the same purification procedure
as described for CH3NH3PbBr3 NCs.

NPs Synthesis
CH3NH3PbBr3 NPs were synthesized according to our published
procedure.49 Briefly, 6 mL of ODE was stirred at 90 C for 45 min and then
0.06 mmol of solid CH3(CH2)6CH2NH3Br was added to the reaction mixture
and stirred for another 30 min at 90 C. Separately, 0.0044 g (0.032 mmol) of
CH3NH3Br and 0.037 g (0.1 mmol) of PbBr2 were dissolved in 100 and 200 L
DMF, respectively. The CH3NH3Br solution was added first and allowed to
react for 60 sec before the addition of the PbBr2 solution. The solution color
turned light yellow, and after 60 sec, 0.5 mL of the reaction mixture was
injected into 5 mL acetone. We followed the same purification procedure as
described for CH3NH3PbBr3 NCs.
TEM images of the perovskite samples are shown in Figure 3.1, while a
histogram of size analysis of CH3NH3PbBr3 NCs is given in Figure 3.2. The
average dimensions of the nanostructures are as follows: NCs: 2.4±0.2 nm in
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diameter; NWs: 3.8±0.4 nm in diameter with a length range of 300 to 900 nm;
NPs: 2.5±0.2 in thickness with 20 to 50 nm in edge length.

Figure 3.1. TEM images of perovskite nanostructures.

Figure 3.2. Histogram of size analysis of CH3NH3PbBr3 NCs
determined using the ImageJ software. Approximately 360 NCs
were counted for the analysis. The average size was determined to
be 2.4 ± 0.2 nm.
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Steady-State Absorption and Photoluminescence Measurements.
Varian Cary 50 Scan UV-visible spectrophotometer was used to collect
absorption spectra over the range of 300-800 nm using 1 cm quartz cuvettes.
All spectra were collected in toluene, which was used as a background for these
measurements. The PL emission spectra were acquired under illumination at
350 nm with a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer from Varian
Instruments using 1 cm quartz cuvettes.

Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy.
Ultrafast TA pump-probe spectroscopy was employed to investigate the
photoinduced processes in all three perovskite nanostructures. The samples
were dissolved in toluene and contained in 1-mm-thick quartz cuvettes. The
concentrations of the nanostructures were so adjusted that the transmission of
the probe beam at the band-edge absorption peak was 10%. The TA system107108

(Clark-MXR, Shape Shifter) uses a regeneratively amplified mode-locked

Ti:sapphire laser system (Clark-MXR, CPA, wavelength = 775 nm, pulse
duration≲150 fs, pulse energy∼1 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate). The
fundamental output beam was split into three beams. One of them was
frequency-doubled to 388 nm (hνpump = 3.2 eV) and used as a pump source. The
second beam was used to pump a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA) and generate the second pump beam at ~490 nm (hνpump = 2.5 eV).
Laser pulses from the NOPA were compressed to about 30 fs pulse duration.
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Most of the measurements used the 388 nm pump beam in order to generate
hot charge carriers, whereas the 490 nm beam was used for near-band-edge
pumping. The other beam from the femtosecond amplifier was focused on a 3mm-thick sapphire plate to generate a white-light continuum (420 – 1600 nm),
which was used as the probe source. After the white-light generated, the 775
nm fundamental was filtered out by a laser mirror. The beams (pump and
probe) were overlapped on the sample. Their polarizations are set to the magic
angle. While the probe beam was focused on the sample, the pump beam was
off-focused to a size of ~0.5 mm in diameter on the sample for better coverage
of the probe beam and to avoid sample damage and degradation. The probe
beam was refocused into a spectrograph and detected in the wavelength range
of 430−730 nm by a linear array CMOS detector (Imaging Solutions Group,
LW-ELIS-1024A-1394). Before the sample, the pump beam was reflected by a
retroreflector mounted on a computerized delay stage so that the delay time
(∆t) between the pump and the probe pulses can be scanned by moving the
retroreflector. An optical chopper to modulate the pump beam at 500 Hz was
used, half of the repetition rate of the femtosecond amplifier.

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Overview of the spectra
3.3.1.1 Steady-state Spectra
UV-visible absorption and PL spectra of all three perovskite
nanostructures are shown in Figure 3.3a. Peak centers, PL quantum yields,
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and radiative and non-radiative lifetimes are listed in Table 3.1. The
morphology of the nanostructures affects their absorbance and PL quantum
yields. PL quantum yield of NCs (16%) is significantly lower than NWs (59%)
and NPs (44%), which is attributed to the delocalization of the exciton
wavefunction. Note that any unpassivated surface sites on the NCs would
result in the formation of midgap trap states that also reduces PL quantum
yield. However, no evidence of significant contribution from trap states was
observed in our studies (see Section Role of the trap states of this chapter).
This is because the small radius of curvature of NCs allows sufficient packing
of surface passivating ligands by avoiding the steric hindrance, and hence
prevents trap state formation.
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Figure 3.3. (a) Steady-state absorption and PL spectra. Orange and navy vertical lines indicate the band-edge
absorption peaks and the PL peaks, respectively. (b) 2D pseudo-color plots of TA spectra of perovskite NCs,
NWs, and NPs. Vertical dash lines indicate peak centers (hν1 < hν2 < hν3 < hν4). Note that the maxima of
signals are displaced from the peak centers due to interference between adjacent peaks. mOD = milli-optical
density.

Limited dimensions of the nanostructures and the resulting quantum
confinement lead to blue-shift of the absorption onsets and PL peaks (Figure
3.3a) compared to bulk CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite single crystals (Eg = 2.2
eV).109-110 The blue-shifts are smaller for NWs because of their large lengths
and hence, weaker quantum confinement along that dimension. The quantum
confinement effect also results in a semi-discrete energy level structure, as
evidenced by the prominent band-edge exciton peaks in the UV-visible
absorption spectra that are assigned to 1s(e)-1s(h) transitions.111-112
All three UV-visible absorption spectra have sub-band-gap tails
extended into the red region. By contrast, step onsets were observed in the
absorption spectra of bulk CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite single crystals.105,109-112
The tails observed in the present measurements follow the Urbach rule113 and
decay exponentially. Urbach tails were observed in the absorption spectra of
perovskite thin films114 as well as nanostructures of other semiconductors.115
Such exponential decay in the absorption edge of semiconductor materials can
be explained using conduction electron-optical phonon interaction.116 However,
Quantitative understanding and modeling of the Urbach-tails requires a
temperature-dependence measurements114 and was not attempted in the
present work. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the UV-visible absorption
spectrum of NWs possesses a much stronger tail than the other two
nanostructures, indicating stronger electron-phonon interaction. Furthermore,
in all three UV/visible absorption spectra, a background absorption is
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discernable, which is due to scattering from large superstructures (pearnecklace assemblies of NCs, bundles of NWs, and stacked NPs) that are
present in the solutions.117-118
Table 3.1. Peak centers in UV-visible absorption (Abs.) and
photoluminescence (PL) spectra, photoluminescence quantum yields (ΦFL),
and radiative lifetimes (τ) of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite nanostructures.
Radiative
Abs. Peak

PL Peak

ΦFL

Nanostructure

lifetime
τfast

τslow

(nm)

(eV)

(nm)

(eV)

(%)

(ns)

NCs

499

2.49

513

2.42

16 ± 2

9±2

50 ± 5

NWs

522

2.38

529

2.34

59 ± 7

11 ± 1

89 ± 13

NPs

497

2.5

515

2.41

44 ± 3

10 ± 1

63 ± 8

Radiative (τr) and non-radiative (τnr) lifetimes were calculated from the
measured PL lifetimes (τPL) and quantum yields (ΦFL)

For all three nanostructures, PL peaks demonstrate a Stokes shift with
respect to the absorption peaks. It is attributed mainly to the removal of
degeneracy in the band-edge exciton fine structure due to nanostructure
asymmetry and the electron-hole exchange interaction.119-122 The energy
difference between the band-edge absorption peak and the PL peak
corresponds to the separation between the upper optically active (or “bright”)
levels with large oscillator strength and the lower optically passive (or “dark”)
levels in the exciton ground state. The magnitude of the redshift is strongly
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affected by the size and shape of the nanostructures. Comparing the three
nanostructures, it is uniquely small for NWs because of their large length.

3.3.1.2 Transient absorption Spectra
TA spectra of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite nanostructures obtained with a
388 nm pump (hνpump = 3.2 eV) and white-light probe beams are illustrated in
Figure 3.3b in comparison with their steady-state spectra. TA spectra in Figure
3.3b were obtained with 20 μJ/cm2 pump fluence, and the transmission of the
pump beam was ~50%. TA spectra of all three nanostructures crystals, wires,
and platelets share some common features. The high probe photon energy
region is dominated by a broad positive signal (centered at hν 4 in Figure 3.3b)
corresponding to photoinduced intraband absorption. In the low probe photon
energy region, a strong negative signal is observed, which may be attributed
to state filling (SF) or stimulated emission (SE) or both. A more careful
inspection reveals that the negative signal comprises a fast (sub-picosecond)
component to the blue side (at hν3) and a slow component to the red side (at
hν2) that lasts for the whole time window of detection (1 ns). In addition, a
weak and fast (sub-picosecond) positive photoinduced absorption (PIA) signal
(at hν1) is discernible to the red of the strong negative signal.
Although the four components are present in all three TA spectra, the
peak centers and linewidths differ between nanostructures. First, the
linewidth of the negative signal in the TA spectrum of NWs is significantly
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narrower than the other two. This coincides with the smaller Stokes shift of
the PL peak of NWs with respect to their band-edge absorption peak. The other
major difference between the three nanostructures is that the peak center of
the slower negative signal (at hν2) in the TA spectra of NCs and NPs
approximates the average of the centers of the band-edge absorption and PL
peaks, whereas in the TA spectrum of NWs it is better aligned with the bandedge absorption peak. Because the centers of SF and SE are expected to match
those of the band-edge absorption and PL peaks, respectively, the TA
spectroscopic observations described above suggest that both SF and SE
contribute significantly to the negative signal in the TA spectra of NCs and
NPs, whereas that in the TA spectrum of NWs is dominated by SF. Although
both SF and SE can induce negative signals in TA spectra, SE cannot occur
unless the carrier density threshold is reached.123-124 Due to their larger
dimensions and weaker quantum confinement, the SE threshold is
significantly higher for NWs than NCs and NPs, which explains the blueshifted center and narrower linewidth of the slower negative signal in the TA
spectrum of NWs.

3.4

Transient Kinetics

3.4.1 Thermalization and cooling of hot charge carriers
Transient kinetics of the three nanostructures at four-probe photon
energies are shown in Figure 3.4. Rise times of the PIA signal near hν1 and the
SF signal near hν3 are limited by instrument response function (IRF) of the
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spectrometer (FWHM~350 fs). The decay of these two components of the TA
spectra coincides with the continued growth of the SF/SE signal near hν 2 and
the intraband absorption signal near hν4, which reaches their maxima at ~1
ps and are followed by slow decay.
Early-stage photoinduced dynamics in semiconductor nanostructures
have been well studied,125-126 and are illustrated in Figure 3.5 and summarized
in figure 3.6. Photoexcitation above the bandgap creates hot electrons in the
conduction band and hot holes in the valence band. After photoexcitation,
electrons and holes thermalize to a quasi-equilibrium distribution, namely, a
Fermi-Dirac distribution with a high charge carrier temperature, on a
timescale (τth) much shorter than one ps.127-128 Charge carrier temperature
could be determined by fitting the blue tail of the SF signal to the Boltzmann
distribution.129 However, it was not attempted in the present work due to
spectral congestion. Hot charge carriers then undergo re-distribution and
cooling. The time constant for the cooling process (τc) has been found to be ~230
fs in the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite thin film,129 which is close to the decay time
at hν1 and hν3 and the rise time at hν2 and hν4.
Based on the kinetics model outlined above, the sub-picosecond negative
signal at hν3 is attributed to SF due to hot electrons and holes at quasiequilibrium following charge carrier thermalization. Since the maxima of the
high-temperature distribution are displaced from the band edges, the center of
the SF signal so induced (hν3) is blue-shifted from the band-edge absorption
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peak. The subsequent sub-picosecond decay at hν3 as well as growth at hν2 and
hν4 is attributed to the cooling of the hot charge carriers. As electrons and holes
redistribute toward band edges, the center of the SF/SE signal moves toward
lower energy (from hν3 to hν2).
PIA signal at hν1 can be attributed to photoinduced bandgap
renormalization (BGR). Interaction between hot electrons and holes induces
new band edges and reduces the bandgap. Immediately following the
photoexcitation, the states near the new band edges are not fully occupied.
Transitions into these states lead to PIA at hν1, which decays at the same rate
as the SF signal at hν3 due to charge carrier cooling.
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Figure 3.4. Transient kinetics of (a) NCs, (b) NWs, and (c) NPs at four probe
photon energies. Thin lines are simulations using parameters determined
in global fitting.
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Other photoinduced processes such as electro-absorption from the
electric field of photo-generated correlated charge pairs may also cause subband-gap PIA.130-131 The current attribution of PIA at hν1 to BGR is supported
by an important control experiment using a pump beam with lower photon
energy (hνpump = 2.5 eV). TA spectra and transient kinetics at hνpump = 2.5 eV
in comparison with hνpump = 3.2 eV is shown in figure 3.5. The positive PIA
feature at hν1 disappears with this near-band-edge pump photon energy, a
phenomenon that was also observed in the TA spectra of CH3NH3PbI3
perovskite thin films128 and used to support the hypothesis of BGR. Bi-exciton
interaction may also induce sub-band-gap PIA.132-134 However, it is a less
plausible explanation than BGR because of the relatively low exciton density
in the three nanostructures. Figure 3.6 summarizes the photoinduced
processes that occur in the perovskite nanostructures upon excitation.
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Figure 3.5. (a) Comparison between TA spectra with two pump photon
energies: 3.2 eV (top) and 2.5 eV (bottom). The pump-probe delay times (Δt) are
between 0 and 1 ps. Vertical dash lines indicate the center of the photo-induced
absorption (PIA) signal (h1). (b) Comparison between transient kinetics at h1
with the two pump photon energies. Note that the PIA signal is absent with
hpump = 2.5 eV.
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Figure 3.6. Energy diagram and photoinduced processes in perovskite
nanostructures. Straight arrows mark the photon energies of the pump beam and
the peaks in the TA spectra. Wavy arrows indicate charge carrier relaxation
processes. Thick and thin solid horizontal lines are the original and renormalized
band gaps, respectively. f(T): charge carrier distribution.

3.4.2 Charge recombination process
The thermalization and cooling of hot charge carriers are followed by the
recombination process that is responsible for the decay of both the SF/SE signal
at hν2 and the intraband absorption signal at hν4. Both decay processes can be
well reproduced by a hyperbolic function, suggesting second-order kinetics. By
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contrast, fitting the decay processes to either first- or third-order kinetics
introduces systematic errors (see Figure 3.7). The density of the charge carriers
in the recombination process can, therefore, be written as:

[𝑛](𝛥𝑡) =

[𝑛0 ]
1+𝛥𝑡/𝜏1/2,𝑟

=

[𝑛0 ]
1+[𝑛0 ]𝑘𝑟 𝛥𝑡

(3.1)

Where [n](Δt) is the charge carrier density at delay time Δt, [n0] is the initial
density, and kr is the effective rate constant of the bimolecular reaction. The
half-time is τ1/2,r = 1/([n0]kr).
Under our experimental conditions, namely a pump fluence of 20 μJ/cm2
and ~50% absorption for the pump beam, the charge carrier density is
estimated to be ~2×1018 cm-3.
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Figure 3.7. Decay curve at hν2 of the TA spectrum of NWs at 20 μJ/cm2
pump fluence fit to the concentration profile of the reactant of (a) a
first order reaction (for geminate recombination); (b) a second-order
reaction (for non-geminate recombination), and (c) a third-order
reaction (for Auger recombination) along with residuals. The secondorder reaction model gives the best fit while systematic errors are
introduced using the other two. Similar observations have been made
for other nanostructures and/or at another pump fluences.
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By fitting the decay curves of the SF/SE signal at hν2, the half-times of
the charge carrier recombination process (τ1/2,r) is determined to be 191, 293,
and 332 ps for NCs, NWs, and NPs, respectively. Both the decay function and
timescale of the observed TA kinetics suggest that charge recombination in the
investigated perovskite nanostructures is a bimolecular process that obeys the
rate law of a second-order reaction. The experimentally determined
recombination rate is significantly faster than that in perovskite thin films,
but still, three orders of magnitude slower than the Langevin rates determined
by assuming free electron−hole annihilation.135-136
Charge recombination processes in perovskite thin films have been
extensively investigated and reviewed (see Ref. 138 and references therein).
First-order
(bimolecular

(monomolecular
non-geminate)

geminate)

recombination,

recombination,

and

second-order

third-order

(Auger

recombination) may all occur in thin films depending on the charge carrier
density.40,137 Given the relatively low charge carrier densities in our
experiment, the absence of multiexciton Auger recombination is well justified.
However, the absence of geminate recombination, a monomolecular process, is
puzzling at first glance. The timescale of geminate recombination is ~0.1 μs135
and two orders of magnitude longer than the time window of our ultrafast
measurements (1 ns). Therefore, geminate recombination, if present, would
manifest itself as a constant offset in our TA spectra, which was not observed.
Previously, the trap-assisted monomolecular recombination process at a few
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nanoseconds was observed in the TA spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 thin films.137 Such
a slow decay component is not present in our TA kinetics either.
The absence of a geminate recombination process in the TA kinetics,
however, is not unexpected. By correlating femtosecond TA and X-ray
absorption measurements, Zheng et al.97 have revealed the photoinduced
formation of strong-coupling polarons in CH3NH3PbBr3 nanoparticles due to
carrier-lattice interaction. Such strong coupling polarons comprise the net
lattice distortion and the self-trapped charge carriers. Hybrid density
functional theory (DFT) calculations predict that electrons are more readily
trapped as polarons than holes in charged isolated CH3NH3PbBr3 clusters.138
Electrons and holes are therefore separated spatially in the nanostructures.
Based on their experimental and computational observations, Zheng et al.97
predicted that in CH3NH3PbBr3 nanostructures, (i) geminate recombination is
less probable, while (ii) rates of the non-geminate and Auger recombination
processes depend on charge carrier concentrations.
The fact that the charge recombination process observed at hν2 and hν4
in the present TA measurement can be modeled using just a second-order
bimolecular process verifies their first prediction. Their second prediction has
been verified by pump-fluence dependence measurements, discussed in the
next section of this chapter.
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3.5

Pump fluence dependence study
Pump

fluence

dependence

measurements

can

provide

critical

information about the nature of photoinduced processes.40,131 Transient
kinetics near hν3 under different pump fluences (Fpump) are compared in Figure
3.8. Rise times of the SF signal (~500 fs, defined as from time zero to its
maximum), is comparable to the IRF so that change in the charge carrier
thermalization time constant (τth) due to different Fpump, i.e., different initial
charge carrier densities [n0], was not detected.
The difference in the charge carrier cooling rate (kc) detected under
different pump fluences is moderate but ineligible. Using the model outlined
in Section 3.4 and illustrated in Figure 3.6 Kinetic model, the sub-picosecond
decay at hν3, as well as the growth at hν2 and hν4, is due to the cooling process.
The decay time constant at hν3 increases from ~200 fs at low pump fluence to
~400 fs at high pump fluence (with IRF included). Decrease of the cooling rate
upon high pump fluence, i.e., high initial charge carrier density, has been
observed in perovskites thin films and was attributed to a hot phonon
bottleneck effect,127-128 which was also observed in inorganic crystalline
semiconductors.139
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Figure 3.8. Transient kinetics of (a) NCs, (b) NWs, and
(c) NPs at hν3 under different pump fluences. The TA
signals are normalized to its maximum at ~0.5 ps.
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At high [n0], optical phonons may be reabsorbed by charge carriers,
leading to the reduced cooling rate. Decay time at hν3 owing to charge carrier
cooling (τc) increases moderately under higher pump fluences, i.e., with higher
initial charge carrier densities [n0] (see Figure 3.8). Decay processes between
750 fs and 5 ps for all three samples under different pump fluences are fit to
an exponential decay function. The rate constants kc determined in the fittings
are plotted as a function of [n0] in Figure 3.9. As described above, [n0] is
estimated to be ~2×1018 cm-3 for a pump fluence of 20 μJ/cm2 and assumed to
be linearly proportional to the maximum of the strong SF/SE signal at hν 2.
Similar values for [n0] were obtained using maxima at other peak wavelengths.
A linear relation is observable between kc and [n0] for all three samples,
which can be written as:
(0)

𝑘𝑐 = 𝑘𝑐 + 𝜒𝑐 [𝑛0 ]

(3.2)

(0)

Where 𝑘𝑐 is the rate constant at the limit of zero charge carrier, and χc is the
linearity coefficient. And χc of all three perovskite nanostructures studied for
the three samples are determined in weighted linear fittings and listed in
Table 3.2. Comparing three nanostructures, kc of NCs is the most sensitive to
[n0] due to stronger quantum confinement.
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Rate constants reported in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.2 demonstrate the
influence of the pump fluence and hence, the initial charge carrier density on
the cooling process, which is attributed to the hot phonon bottleneck effect.

Table 3.2. Charge carrier cooling rate constants at the zerodensity limit ( k c ) and linearity coefficients χc of
CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite nanostructures determined in
fitting the transient kinetics.
(0)

Nanostructure

χc
(ps-1)

(cm3ps-1)

NCs

4.94 (13)

-0.47 (3)

NWs

4.45 (11)

-0.26 (2)

NPs

5.02 (16)

-0.25 (2)

However, the rate constants determined in the fittings mentioned earlier,
especially those at low pump fluences, are not an accurate measure of the
charge carrier cooling process for three reasons:
(1) The cooling process is coupled to the thermalization process. Overall
TA signal at hv3 obeys the rule for the reaction intermediate of a consecutive
two-step reaction;
(2) The observed TA signal is convolved with IRF, a timescale of which
(FWHM~350 fs) is comparable to the decay constants at hv3 (<450 fs);
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(3) The long-delay-time baseline at hv3 is affected by the strong signals
at hv2 and hv4 and varies when the pump fluence is changed. An accurate
determination of kc requires TA measurements with significantly smaller IRF.
In addition, fitting of the experimentally obtained spectra to a comprehensive
model that combines all involved processes - instead of a single exponential
decay - is necessary.

Figure 3.9. Charge carrier cooling rate constants (kc) for NCs
(blue squares), NWs (red circles) and NPs (green triangles) at
different initial charge carrier density [n0]. Error bars represent
one standard deviation (rms) of fitting the decay signal at hν3 to
an exponential function. Solid lines are fittings to a linear
function. Data points are weighted by 1/σ2 in the fittings.

Compared to thermalization and cooling processes, the half-time for the
charge carrier recombination (τ1/2,r) shows a much stronger dependence on the
pump fluence. By fitting the decay process at hν2 to Equation 2, shown in figure
3.10, τ1/2,r under different pump fluences can be determined (Figure 3.11a). It
decreases from ~500 ps at high pump fluence to ~50 ps at low pump fluence.
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Also determined in the fitting are the maxima of the SF/SE signal at hν2
(Figure 3.11b). Since τ1/2,r = 1/([n0]kr), the half-time is affected by not only the
effective rate constant (kr) but also the initial carrier density following
photoexcitation ([n0]). The estimated value of [n0] of our samples is [n0]~2×1018
cm-3 for a pump fluence of 20 μJ/cm2 and assumed to be linearly proportional
to the maximum of the SF/SE signal at hν2.
Numerical values of kr at different [n0] can, therefore, be determined
and are illustrated in Figure 3.12. Quality of the fittings again suggests that
the contribution of multiphoton absorption and Auger recombination to the
observed ultrafast dynamics is negligible.
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Figure 3.10. Transient kinetics of (a) NCs, (b) NWs, and (c) NPs at hν2
under different pump fluences. Thin lines are fittings to Equation 3.1.
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Figure 3.11. (a) Half-time of charge carrier recombination
(τ1/2,r) and (b) maximum SF signal at hν2 under different pump
fluences (Fpump) for NCs (blue squares), NWs (red circles) and
NPs (green triangles).
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For all three nanostructures, a linear relationship between kr and [n0]
was determined. However, the sensitivity of the rate constant kr to the initial
charge carrier density [n0] is different between the nanostructures. The
recombination rate of NWs is independent of [n0], while those of NCs and NPs
vary according to [n0]. Comparing between the latter two, kr of the NCs shows
a significantly stronger dependence on [n0]. The effective rate-constant kr can
be written as:
(0)

𝑘𝑟 = 𝑘𝑟 + 𝜒𝑟 [𝑛0 ] (3.3)
(0)

where 𝑘𝑟 is the effective rate constant at the limit of zero charge carrier, and
χr is the linearity coefficient. and χr of all three perovskite nanostructures are
listed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Charge carrier recombination rate constants
(𝟎)
at the zero-density limit ( 𝒌𝒓 ) and linearity coefficients
χr of CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite nanostructures
determined in fitting the transient kinetics.
Nanostructure

χr
(10-21 cm3ps-1)

(10-30 cm6ps-1)

NCs

2.21 (10)

3.07 (31)

NWs

1.81 (4)

0a

NPs

1.30 (6)

0.84 (14)

a. Fixed.
b. Numbers in parentheses are uncertainties in the
last digit.
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Figure 3.12. Effective charge carrier recombination rate
constant (kr) for NCs (blue squares), NWs (red circles) and NPs
(green triangles) at different initial charge carrier density [n0].
Error bars represent five times standard deviation (rms) of
fitting the decay of SF/SE signal at hν2 to Equation 3.1. Solid
lines are fittings to Equation 3.3.

It is well known that quantum confinement affects charge carrier
recombination. In previous works on Auger recombination in CdSe quantum
dots,140-141 it was observed that the relaxation time of electron-hole pairs
demonstrates a cubic size dependence, i.e., is proportional to the volume of the
quantum dots. Our volumes of the nanostructures are fixed while the initial
charge carrier density is tuned by changing the pump fluence. As in previous
works on CdSe quantum dots, the density dependence of charge carrier
recombination rate constant kr in the perovskite nanostructures is attributed
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to quantum confinement effect even though the mechanism of recombination
is different (non-geminate recombination vs. Auger recombination). In
nanostructures, electron and hole wave functions are forced to overlap, which
reduces dielectric screening and increases the reaction rate. The significant
difference between χr of different nanostructures can, therefore, be explained
by different sizes.

3.6

The role of trap states
Trap states, when they exist, may significantly affect both the steady-

state and ultrafast spectra. In general, nanostructures have better surface
quality owing to the presence of surface ligands. Recently, 3D and 2D lead
iodide perovskites,16 weak and broad sub-band-gap negative signal has been
observed in the TA spectra and attributed to SF of trap states. It was found
that the growth of the trap-state SF signal is delayed from the band-edge SF
signal by a relaxation time of ~0.5 ps. It was also reported that the excitonic
traps were enhanced in the quantum-confined 2D NPs. No such trap-state SF
signal was observed in our TA spectra. Another experimental evidence for the
absence of substantial trap state effects in our perovskite nanostructures
comes from the PL spectra. Trap states cause asymmetry of the PL peak,16
whereas PL spectra of the perovskite structures are symmetric. On the other
hand, if trap states exist, the fluorescence lifetimes should show very long
lifetimes. However, lifetimes measured for our samples and found to be in the
100s ns, See figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Fluorescence life times for the three nanostructures, decay fitting
results in a nano-second decay lifetime, which means there is no trap states
in the system. Figure was reproduced from reference [49] with permission.

3.7

Global fitting
It is possible to simulate the TA spectra in both the frequency and the

time domains using a global model, taking into account the photoinduced
processes discussed in preceding sub-sections:

∑𝑖 = 1,3 𝐴𝑖 (ℎ𝜈𝑖 ) 𝑒
𝛥𝑂𝐷(ℎ𝜈, 𝛥𝑡) =

∑𝑖 = 2,4 𝐴𝑖 (ℎ𝜈𝑖 ) [−𝑒
{

−

−

𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝑐

𝛥𝑡
𝜏𝑐

+

+
1
1+

𝛥𝑡
𝜏1/2,𝑟

⊗ 𝐼𝑅𝐹(𝛥𝑡)

]

(3.4)

}

The first term in the curly brackets describes the decay of the subpicosecond positive (at hν1) and negative (at hν3) components. The second term
describes the growth and decay of the long-lasting negative (at hν2) and
positive (at hν4) components. The growth time constant of the long-lasting
components is fixed to the decay time constant of the sub-picosecond
components (τc).
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Kinetics of the long-lasting components follows that of the intermediate
in a consecutive two-step reaction with a first-order reaction preceding a
second-order one. The exact solution to the differential rate equations that
govern this type of reaction is complicated Fortunately, because the growth
time (τc) is more than two orders of magnitude shorter than the decay time
(τ1/2,r), one can approximate the accurate solution with summation of the exact
solutions to the first- and the second-order reactions, which are the first and
the second terms in the squared brackets, respectively.
The TA kinetics is convolved with IRF:

𝐼𝑅𝐹(𝑡) =

𝑌𝐼𝑅𝐹
𝜎𝐼𝑅𝐹 √2𝜋

𝑒

2
1
𝑡
)
2 𝜎𝐼𝑅𝐹

− (

(3.5)

Where σ = 150 fs (corresponding to a FWHM of 355 fs) is fixed in the global
fitting. It has been found that the Lorentzian line shape best reproduces the
TA spectra in the frequency domain:

𝐴𝑖 (ℎ𝜈) =

𝐴𝑖 𝛾𝑖
(2𝜋)
𝛾
( 𝑖 )2 +(ℎ𝜈−ℎ𝜈𝑖 )2

(3.6)

2

where 𝜈i is the center frequency, and 𝛾i is the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the line shape. It has been employed to fit the TA spectra of all
three nanostructures under 20 μJ/cm2 pump fluence ([n0] ∼ 2 × 1018 cm–3).
The resulted fit parameters are listed in Table 3.4. The Global fits of
transient kinetics are shown in Figure 3.4, while figure 3.14 shows the global
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fitting on the frequency domain. In both frequency and the time domains, the
experimentally obtained results are well reproduced, which substantiates the
spectroscopic and dynamic model.
Radiative (τr) and non-radiative (τnr) lifetimes were calculated from the
measured PL lifetimes (τPL) and quantum yields (ΦFL). In brief, both τPL and ΦFL are
determined by radiative and non-radiative channels so that: 𝜏
𝜏𝑛𝑟
.
𝜏𝑟 +𝜏𝑛𝑟

1
𝑃𝐿

=

1
𝜏𝑟

1

+𝜏

𝑛𝑟

and 𝛷𝐹𝐿 =

Therefore, τr and τnr can be calculated using the experimentally determined

values of τPL and ΦFL.

Table 3.4. Peak centers (hν), linewidths (γ),a and time constants of charge
carrier cooling (τc) and recombination (τ1/2,r) processes determined in the global
fittings of TA spectra of the perovskite nanostructures.

hν1

τc

τ1/2,r

(eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)

(ps)

(ps)

NCs

2.4

0.1

2.5

0.1

2.5

0.1

2.6

0.2

0.3

139

NWs

2.4

0.1

2.4

0.1

2.4

0.1

2.5

0.2

0.2

264

NPs

2.4

0.2

2.5

0.2

2.5

0.2

2.6

0.2

0.3

318

𝛾1

hν2

𝛾2

hν3

𝛾3

hν4

𝛾4

Nanostructure

a. γ1, γ2, and γ3 are fixed to the same values in the global fit.
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Figure 3.14. Simulation of TA spectra of (a) NCs, (b) NWs, and (c) NPs at different delay times (Δt
= 0.4, 1, 10, 400 ps) using parameters determined in the global fitting (Table 3.4). Symbols are the
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Conclusions
TA spectra of three CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite nanostructures under

different pump fluences have been obtained and analyzed. The TA spectra
consist of four main features: (1) a sub-band-gap positive PIA signal centered
at hν1 induced by BGR; (2) a negative signal at hν2 due to band-edge SF; (3) a
blue-shifted SF signal at hν3 owing to the quasi-equilibrium following charge
carrier thermalization; and (4) a positive intraband absorption signal centered
at hν4. For NCs and NPs, SE also contributes to the negative signal at hν 2,
whereas for NWs, SE signal is insignificant due to higher carrier density
threshold.
Simulation and fitting of the transient kinetics provided a quantitative
description of the photoinduced processes. It has been revealed in the ultrafast
spectroscopy investigations that photoexcitation in the interband continuum is
followed by an instantaneous charge carrier thermalization to a quasiequilibrium distribution, as evidenced by the blue-shifted SF peak that
appears within the IRF (FWHM~350 fs). This SF signal is accompanied by a
sub-band-gap PIA signal attributed to photoexcitation-induced transient BGR.
The subsequent cooling of hot charge carriers occurs at a sub-picosecond time
scale (τc~300 fs) and is responsible for the decay of the blue-shifted SF and the
PIA signals, as well as the growth of a new longer-lasting SF signal, a closelying SE signal (in the TA spectra of NCs and NPs), and an intraband
absorption signal in the blue region. The ensuing decay of the SF/SE and the
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intraband absorption signals follows second-order reaction kinetics, which
suggests that the observed charge recombination is dominated by the nongeminate recombination process.
In the pump-fluence-dependence investigations, rate constants of
charge recombination in the perovskite nanostructures demonstrate strikingly
different

dependence

on

the

initial

charge

carrier

density

upon

photoexcitation. The effective rate constants of the NCs and NPs demonstrate
a linear relationship with the initial density of the charge carriers, with the
former having a much larger linearity coefficient while that of the NWs
remains constant.
Absence of observed monomolecular geminate recombination and
dependence of the rate of the bimolecular non-geminate recombination on the
charge carrier density are attributed to the formation of strong-coupling
polarons and self-trapping of electrons. Both observations were predicted by
previous X-ray absorption measurements and DFT calculations. Differences
between the nanostructures suggest a strong effect of quantum confinement
on the recombination process. With same pump fluence and hence similar
charge carrier density, both the TA spectrum (in the frequency domain) and
transient kinetic (in the time domain) of NWs are significantly different
compared to NCs and NPs due to weaker quantum confinement and less
overlap between the electron and hole wave functions. Such size and shape
dependences may be utilized for the rational selection of appropriate
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nanomaterials for the fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells and lightemitting diodes.
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CHAPTER 4
DIRECT OBSERVATION OF TETRAHYDROFURANYL
(THF–YL) AND TETRAHYDROPYRANYL (THP–YL)
PEROXY RADICALS, A BIOFUEL COMBUSTION
REACTION INTERMEDIATES, VIA CAVITY RINGDOWN SPECTROSCOPY
4.1. Introduction
Peroxy (ROO•) radicals are one of the most important families of
reaction intermediates in low-temperature combustion of fuels. The addition
of O2 to a hydrocarbon radical (R•) forms a peroxy radical and initiates the
chain reactions.52-53 Peroxy radicals also play a key role in atmospheric
chemistry. The initial attack of the hydroxyl radicals (•OH) on hydrocarbons,
which may be either biogenic or anthropogenic, and the subsequent addition of
oxygen lead to the production of peroxy radicals. In the atmosphere, peroxy
radicals are converted to the alkoxy radicals (RO•) mainly via reaction with
NO.54-55
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As alternatives to fossil fuels or as fuel additives, their advantages
include renewability and reduced climatic impact.142 In contrast to traditional
petroleum-based fuels, most biofuels are oxygenated, containing oxygen as an
additional element in their molecular structure. Specifically, prototypical cyclic
ethers, including tetrahydrofuran (THF) and tetrahydropyran (THP), are
important structural building blocks for lignocellulosic biofuels. Therefore, the
study of the combustion chemistry of THF and THP, as well as other
oxygenated biofuels, has significant scientific and societal importance.
Compared to cyclic alkanes such as cyclopentane and cyclohexane, the
combustion chemistry of THF and THP are complicated by several
thermodynamic features. Dissociation energies of C−O bonds in the
tetrahydrofuranyl (THF-yl) and tetrahydropyranyl (THP-yl) radicals are
weaker than C-C bands in the cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl radicals. THF-yl and
THP-yl are, therefore, susceptible to ring-opening. The oxygen atom also
weakens the adjacent C-H bonds causing the β-scission pathways to have lower
barriers than corresponding cyclic alkanes. Low-temperature oxidation of THF
and THP has been studied in combined experimental and computational
investigations.20,143-144 Mass spectra and photoionization efficiency spectra of
many intermediates and products in THF143 and THP20 combustion have been
reported. Recently, oxygen addition reaction of the THF-yl radical was
investigated by monitoring time-resolved infrared absorption of the •OH and
HO2• radicals.144 However, many unanswered questions invite further
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spectroscopic and kinetic studies. In particular, none of the combustion
reaction intermediates of THF and THP have been observed with spectral
resolution. Consequentially, no conformer-selective kinetic measurements
have been performed.
In this chapter, the laser spectroscopic investigations of the
tetrahydrofuranyl peroxy (THFOO•) and tetrahydropyranyl peroxy (THPOO•)
radicals will be reported, important reaction intermediates in the oxidation of
THF and THP, respectively. The cavity ring-down (CRD) technique145 was
employed for the direct detection of these peroxy radicals. Aided by quantum
chemical calculations, spectral simulation of partially resolved vibronic
structure in the experimentally obtained CRD spectra allows identification of
molecular carriers of observed transitions.

4.2. Experimental
̃←̃
The A
X electronic transitions of THFOO• and THPOO• in the near IR
region of 1.15–1.55 μm were recorded by CRD spectroscopy. Absorbance
recorded with the photolysis laser off, i.e., absorbance due to precursors, was
subtracted from that with the photolysis laser on to obtain net absorbance due
to the produced radicals. Kinetic measurements at observed spectral peaks
were also performed. In kinetic measurements, the delay time between the
photolysis laser pulse and the CRD laser pulse was varied, and absorption was
recorded as a function of the delay time.
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The CRD spectroscopy apparatus is described in chapter 2 of in details.
For Radical generation via photolysis, ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik, LPX
120i) was used to provide the 193 nm photons for photolysis. Also, the fourth
harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics, Quanta–Ray Pro–270, λ = 266
nm) was used as the photolysis source. A set of diverging and converging
cylindrical lenses was used to reshape the photolysis laser beam cross section
to a 12 × 0.5 cm2 rectangle. This increases the photolysis efficiency and the
absorption length of the produced radicals. Fluences of both 266 and 193 nm
photolysis lasers were ~15 mJ/cm2. The spectra were obtained with 193 nm
and 266 nm photolysis.
The stainless–steel reaction cell has two 20 cm long rectangular UV–
grade quartz side windows for the photolysis laser beam and two 15 cm long
arms on both sides. CRD mirrors (Los Gatos Research, R > 99.99%) are
mounted on the arms to form a ring-down cavity. The reaction cell was
connected to a vacuum pump with a needle valve to control the pumping speed
and total pressure in the reaction cell. CRD mirrors and quartz windows were
purged by N2 flow continuously to prevent contamination.
Precursors (THF or THP) and (COCl)2 were stored in stainless steel
reservoirs. N2 flew above the liquid samples and carried their vapors into the
stainless–steel reaction cell. Saturation vapor pressures were controlled and
stabilized by immersing both precursors and (COCl)2 reservoirs in a 1:1 water–
ethylene glycol bath (–10°C). A gas delivery system with mass flow controllers
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(MKS, 247D and GE50A) was used to control the flow rates [(COCl)2 in N2:
200–300 sccm; precursors in N2: 200–300 sccm; O2: 1000–1500 sccm]. The total
pressure in the reaction cell was ~150 Torr, while partial pressure of the N2
purge gas was controlled by a needle valve to ~50 Torr. Nitrogen also acted as
a third body to remove excess energy from the nascent radicals.
The second harmonic generation of an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics,
Quanta–Ray Pro–270) was used to pump a tunable dye laser (Sirah,
PrecisionScan). The pyrromethene and DCM dyes were used to cover the
wavelength range of ~585 to ~670 nm. The visible output from the dye laser
(pulse energy~90 mJ) was focused at the center of the H2 cell (l = 93 cm, P =
220 psi) to generate near–IR radiation by Raman shifting. The fundamental,
the anti–Stokes, and the first Stokes radiations were blocked by two long-pass
filters (cutoffs = 780 and 1000 nm). The transmitted second Stokes radiation
(λ = 1.15–1.55 μm) was collimated by a telescope consisting of two confocal
lenses (f = 7.5 and 2.5 cm). A 100 μm diameter pinhole was placed at the focal
point for mode selection. The resulting second Stokes radiation (1–2 mJ) was
directed through the reaction cell and used as the CRD laser to excite the 𝐴̃ ←
𝑋̃ transition of the peroxy radicals. The linewidth of the visible fundamental
from the dye laser was measured to be 0.06 cm–1 using a spectrometer
(HighFinesse, WS–7). The linewidth of the near–IR radiation is limited by the
pressure and Doppler broadenings in the H2 cell to about 1 GHz.
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Transmission of the CRD laser was focused on and detected by an
InGaAs amplified photodiode (Thorlabs, PDA10CS). The signal was acquired
with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO3014). The empty-cavity ring-down time
(τ0) was ~150 μs. Typically, the ring–down curves were averaged 32 times at
each laser wavelength before being sent to a PC via a USB port. A home–built
LabVIEW program was used for data processing. The averaged ring–down
curves of up to 100,000 data points were fit to a bi-exponential decay function.
The longer of the two fit time constants was used to calculate the fractional
absorption (in ppm/pass). If necessary, ring–down curves sent to the PC and/or
determined ring-down times at each wavelength were further averaged by the
LabVIEW program. Ring-down signal was collected at each wavelength with
the excimer photolysis laser on and off. The LabVIEW program controlled the
on/off of the excimer laser and wavelength scan of the dye laser, while the
experimental apparatus was synchronized by a pulse delay generator
(Stanford Research System, DG645) at a 20 Hz repetition rate.
The kinetic measurements were done by parking the dye laser
wavelength at the absorption peak and photolysis–CRD probe delay was varied
using the delay generator.
THFOO• and THPOO• radicals were produced by Cl–initiated oxidation
of THF and THP. Chlorine atoms were produced by 193 nm or 266 nm
photolysis of oxalyl chloride146 (COCl)2:
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hν (λ = 266 or 193 nm)

(COCl)2 →

2CO + Cl•

(3.7)

THF–yl and THP–yl radicals were produced via hydrogen abstraction of
corresponding precursors (THF or THP) by chlorine attack,
Cl• + R − H → R• + HCl

(3.8)

Reaction (3.8) was followed by oxygen addition to form the peroxy radicals:
R• + O2 → ROO•

(3.9)

4.3. Conformational search
The heterocyclic nature of the target radicals leads to a complicated
conformational structure. Conformational behaviors of both five147-150 and sixmembered rings150 have been studied extensively. Fewer studies have been
done on the conformational behaviors of heterocyclic rings, including THF and
THP. In the case of THFOO• and THPOO• peroxy radicals, the addition of the
dioxygen moiety leads to conformational landscapes with labyrinthine
complexity.
The conformational search was done as follows. First, conformational
structures of the ring were taken into account. Then the regioisomers were
determined according to different positions for the addition of the dioxygen
moiety on the ring with respect to the ring oxygen atom. Next, possible
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orientations of the peroxy group with respect to the ring (axial and equatorial)
were considered.
Finally, three possible orientations of the OOCH dihedral angle were
included: gauche with the terminal peroxy oxygen towards the ring oxygen (G),
trans (T), and gauche with the terminal oxygen away from the ring oxygen (G’).

4.3.1. THFOO• Conformers
Conformational behavior of THF is a subject of extensive experimental
and computational studies. It has been generally accepted that THF has two
optically distinguishable stable conformers, namely, the bent and twisted
structures, although there are disagreements on their relative energies.151-153
The bent and twisted structures are derivatives from the “envelope” and the
“half–chair” ring structures of cyclopentane, respectively. The former
conformer of THF belongs to the C2 point group, while the latter belongs to the
Cs point group. They are close in energy and connected by pseudo–rotation with
low barriers (< 100 cm–1). Therefore, these two conformers have comparable
populations at room temperature.
For both the bent and twisted conformations, there exist two unique
positions on the ring for the O2 addition, namely, α and β, with respect to the
oxygen atom. When the two possible orientations of the peroxy group (axial
and equatorial) and the three possible OOCH dihedral angles are also taken
into account, there are 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 24 initial geometries for THFOO•.
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4.3.2. THPOO• Conformers
THP has 38 basic conformations: two chairs, six boats, six twisted–
boats, twelve half–chairs, and twelve envelopes.154-155 The two chairs are
equivalent to each other. They have significantly lower energy than the other
conformers and are separated from them by high barriers (~10 kcal/mol).155-156
For THPOO•, conformers with the chair ring structure are ~6 kcal/mol lower
in energy than the other stable conformers, which have the twist–boat ring
structure. Since the barrier is considered high at current experimental
conditions, other ring conformers are not expected to be populated under our
conditions. However, the possibility of presenting the twisted boat conformers
was tested via quantum chemical calculations and found that these conformers
have high energies, and they are not expected to be populated at room
temperature. Hence, we will only observe chair conformers. See section
(Quantum Chemical calculation) for relative energy calculations.
There are three unique positions with respect to the oxygen atom on the
six-membered ring of THP (α, β, and 𝛾). For α or β–THPOO• regioisomers, six
optically distinguishable conformers are possible because the peroxy group can
have axial or equatorial orientations and the OOCH dihedral angle can be G,
T, or G’. For the 𝛾–THPOO• regioisomer, there are only four optically
distinguishable conformers because the G and G’ conformers are mirror images
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of each other. In total, there are 6 + 6 + 4 = 16 initial structures. They are
named similar to THFOO•.

4.4. Quantum Chemical calculations
No quantum chemical calculations on these two radicals have been
reported yet, to the best of our knowledge. However, a comprehensive survey
of the conformational landscapes of THFOO• and THPOO• was not attempted.
Instead, the goals of the computational investigation were to determine the
lowest–energy stable conformers, to optimize their geometries, and to calculate
their molecular constants for spectral simulation.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for geometry optimization
and vibrational frequencies of ground–state THFOO• and THPOO• conformers
were carried out at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level of theory using Gaussian 09
software package.157 The Complete Basis Set (CBS)–QB3 composite method
was also employed to predict the relative energies of the conformers. The
results are close to those determined in DFT calculations. Time-dependent
(TD)DFT calculations at the same level were employed for calculations of
excited–state molecules. Both the vertical and adiabatic excitation energies for
the 𝐴̃ ← 𝑋̃ transition were determined from the calculations. The Calculations
results are summarized in Table 4.1 for THFOO• and Table 4.2 for THPOO•.
Also, vibronic transitions Franck–Condon factors (FCF) were calculated using
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the ezSpectrum program.158 Comparison of DFT and CBS–QB3 are listed in
tables 4.3 and 4.4 for THFOO and THPOO, respectively.

Table 4.1. Calculated relative energies, Boltzmann distribution factors (at
300 K), relative populations, and the adiabatic 𝐴̃ − 𝑋̃ excitation energies (
𝛥𝐸 𝐴̃−𝑋̃ ) for the lowest–energy conformers of THFOO•. Boltzmann
distribution factors are normalized for each Regio isomer. Population Ratio
for α and β was set to 82.5 – 17.5.
No. of
relative
Conformer enantiomers energy
(cm–1)

Boltzmann
distribution
factor

Relative
population
(%)

𝜟𝑬𝑨̃−𝑿̃
(cm–1)

α–Ax–T

2

345

0.06

5.3

7129

α–Ax–G

2

122

0.22

17.8

7134

α–Ax–G'

2

0

0.42

34.6

7648

α–Eq–T

2

370

0.06

4.6

7086

α–Eq–G

2

195

0.15

12.0

7070

α–Eq–G'

2

267

0.10

8.1

7380

β–Ax–T

2

2560

0.01

0.2

7418

β–Ax–G

2

2001

0.29

5.0

7717

β–Ax–G'

2

2154

0.12

2.2

7610

β–Eq–T

2

2331

0.05

0.8

7638

β–Eq–G

2

2023

0.25

4.5

7658

β–Eq–G'

2

2010

0.27

4.8

7523
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Table 4.2. Calculated relative energies, Boltzmann distribution factors (at
300 K), relative populations, and the adiabatic 𝐴̃ − 𝑋̃ excitation energies (
𝛥𝐸 𝐴̃−𝑋̃ ) for the lowest–energy conformers of THPOO•. Boltzmann
distribution factors are normalized for each Regio isomer. Population Ratio
for α and β and 𝛾 was set to 0:2:1.
No. of
relative Boltzmann
Relative
Conformer enantiomers energy distribution population
(cm–1)
factor
(%)

𝜟𝑬𝑨̃−𝑿̃
(cm–1)

α–Ax–T

2

707

0.02

0

6402

α–Ax–G

2

30

0.42

0

6749

α–Ax–G'

2

0

0.53

0

7362

α–Eq–T

2

1106

0.00

0

7165

α–Eq–G

2

707

0.02

0

7138

α–Eq–G'

2

921

0.01

0

7837

β–Ax–T (a)

2

3001

––

––

––

β–Ax–G

2

1584

0.20

13.1

7615

β–Ax–G'

2

1637

0.15

10.1

7512

β–Eq–T

2

1634

0.13

8.4

7498

β–Eq–G

2

1443

0.35

23.1

7422

β–Eq–G'

2

1587

0.18

12.1

7417

𝛾–Ax–T

1

2127

0.00

0.1

6940

𝛾–Ax–G

2

1205

0.26

8.7

7431

𝛾–Eq–T

1

1283

0.09

2.9

7604

𝛾–Eq–G

2

1029

0.65

21.7

7513

(a) Transition state.
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Table 4.3. Relative energies, Boltzmann factors, and relative populations of
THFOO• conformers calculated at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level of theory and
using the CBS–QB3 composite method.
THFOO•
Conformers

Relative energy
(cm–1)
CBS–QB3 B3LYP

Boltzmann
distribution factor
CBS–QB3 B3LYP

Relative
population
(%)
CBS–QB3 B3LYP

α–Ax–T

293

345

0.11

0.06

9.4

5.3

α–Ax–G

201

122

0.18

0.22

14.6

17.8

α–Ax–G'

0

0

0.46

0.42

38.2

34.6

α–Eq–T

369

370

0.08

0.06

6.5

4.6

α–Eq–G

324

195

0.1

0.15

8.1

12

α–Eq–G'

396

267

0.07

0.1

5.7

8.1

β–Ax–T

2954

2560

0.02

0.01

0.3

0.2

β–Ax–G

2411

2001

0.23

0.29

4.1

5

β–Ax–G'

2583

2154

0.1

0.12

1.8

2.2

β–Eq–T

2568

2331

0.11

0.05

1.9

0.8

β–Eq–G

2396

2023

0.25

0.25

4.4

4.5

β–Eq–G'

2364

2010

0.29

0.27

5.1

4.8
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Table 4.4. Relative energies, Boltzmann factors, and relative populations of
THPOO• β and 𝛾 conformers calculated at the B3LYP/6–31+G(d) level of
theory and using the CBS–QB3 composite method.
THPOO•
Conformers

Relative energy
(cm–1)

Boltzmann
distribution factor

CBS–QB3 B3LYP CBS–QB3

Relative population
(%)

B3LYP

CBS–QB3

B3LYP

β –Ax–G

448

555

0.27

0.2

18.1

13.1

β –Ax–G'

480

608

0.23

0.15

15.4

10.1

β –Eq–T

592

605

0.14

0.13

9

8.4

β –Eq–G

470

414

0.24

0.35

16.2

23.1

β –Eq–G'

620

558

0.12

0.18

7.9

12.1

𝛾 –Ax–T

973

1098

0

0

0.1

0.1

𝛾 –Ax–G

25

176

0.38

0.26

12.8

8.7

𝛾 –Eq–T

186

254

0.18

0.09

5.9

2.9

𝛾 –Eq–G

0

0

0.43

0.65

14.5

21.7

THFOO•: The addition of the –OO moiety lowers the symmetry of the
molecule so that all conformers of THFOO• belong to the C1 point group. After
performing DFT calculations for the 24 conformers, we found that if two initial
geometries have the same OO position and OOCH dihedral angle but different
ring structures (bent and twisted) and orientation of the peroxy group (axial
and equatorial), they converge to enantiomers of each other upon geometry
optimization. Figure 4.1 illustrates the 12 resulting optically distinguishable
stable conformers of THFOO•. They are named according to the position of the
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–OO moiety on the ring (α or β), the axial/equatorial orientation of the peroxy
group, and the OOCH dihedral angle.

Figure 4.1. Lowest–energy conformers of the THFOO•
radical, ground state geometries optimized by DFT
calculations. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

THPOO•:

Since

only

low–energy

conformers

have

significant

concentrations under the current experimental conditions, only chair
conformations of THPOO• are expected to present in the reaction cell.
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However, we calculated for all possible chair conformers in addition to twisted
boat conformers to make sure they will not contribute to the spectra. The
relative energies for twisted conformers are listed in table 4.5. These energies
are relative to the lowest–energy conformer of the respective isomer, which has
the boat ring structure. Optimized geometries are shown in figure 4.2.

Table 4.5. Relative energies of selected THPOO• conformers
with the twist–boat ring structure.
Ring
Conformation

Twist–Boat

Conformer

Relative Energy a,b
(cm–1)

β –Ax–G’

2113

β –Eq–G’

2092

𝛾 –Ax–G

2312

𝛾 –Eq–G

2007

a. Relative to the lowest–energy conformer of the respective
isomer, which has the boat ring structure.
b. With zero–point–energy corrections.
One of the chair conformers, the β–Ax–T structure, converges to a
transition state upon geometry optimization, which has an OOCH dihedral
angle of 145.8°. Figure 4.3 shows the PES scan along the OCCH Dihedral angle
of the β–Ax conformers. This is due to the steric interaction between the ring
oxygen and the terminal peroxy oxygen. This transition state connects the β–
Ax–G and the β–Ax–G’ conformers. Thus, the total number of optically
distinguishable stable conformers is reduced to 15 conformers. Figure 4.4
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illustrates the 15 resulting optically distinguishable stable conformers of
THPOO•.

Figure 4.2. Optimized geometries
using UB3LYP calculated for
twisted boat conformers.

Figure 4.3. PES scan along OCCH Dihedral
angle of the β–Ax conformers
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Figure 4.4. Lowest–energy conformers of the THPOO•
radical. All such conformers have the “chair” ring
structure. ground state geometries optimized by DFT
calculations. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
Note that β–Ax–T is a transition state.
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4.5. Intensity Calculations and Spectral simulation
4.5.1. Intensity calculations
The simulation of experimentally observed spectra uses the calculated
adiabatic electronic transition frequencies and vibrational frequencies of each
conformer. For intensity calculations, several factors were taken into account:
(1) Population ratio of regioisomers (α– and β–THFOO•; α–, β–, and 𝛾–
THPOO•). If the reaction rate for O2 addition is significantly faster than the
lifetimes of the THF-yl, and THP-yl radicals, it is reasonable to assume that
the population ratio of different regioisomers of THFOO• or THPOO• is equal
to that of THF-yl or THP-yl radicals. This is, in turn, determined by the
branching ratio of hydrogen abstraction by the Cl atom at different positions
on the ring. Rotavera et al.20 calculated the distribution of initial α–, β–, and
𝛾–THP–yl radicals produced in the THP + Cl → THP–yl + HCl reaction using
the structure–activity relationship (SAR)159-160 on a per–CH bond basis. Their
results suggest that α–THP–yl has the greatest branching ratio of 76%, while
those of the β– and 𝛾–THP–yls are 16% and 8%, respectively.20
Adopting the SAR used in Reference 20, relative populations of α– and β–THF–
yl radicals produced in the THF + Cl→THF–yl + HCl reaction were calculated
to be 82.5% and 17.5%, respectively.
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(2) Relative populations of different conformers of each regioisomer.
Given the relatively high temperature and pressure in the reaction cell,
conversion between different low–energy conformers of a certain isomer is
estimated to be significantly faster than the timescale of CRD measurements.
It is therefore assumed that relative populations of all conformers of each
regioisomer follow the Boltzmann distribution.
(3) The number of equivalent structures of each conformer. This is equal
to the number of enantiomers for THFOO• and THPOO• due to their low
symmetry. The 𝛾–Eq–T and 𝛾–Ax–T conformers of THPOO• belong to the Cs
point group. They each have a single conformation. Other conformers of
THPOO• and all conformers of THFOO• belong to the C1 point group and have
two enantiomers.
̃←X
̃ electronic transition for each
(4) Oscillator strength of the A
conformer. This is assumed to be the same for all regioisomers and conformers
of THFOO• or THPOO• because the electron promotion is localized to the OO
moiety.
(5) FCFs of the vibronic transitions. FCF calculations suggest that only
the origin (𝑣’ = 0  𝑣’’ = 0) transitions and transitions to 𝐴̃–state vibrational
levels with OO–stretch characters have considerable FCFs.
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Relative transition intensities of all conformers of THFOO• and
THPOO• are calculated as the product of factors listed above. Under the
current experimental conditions, the rotational structure of the free radicals
cannot be resolved. Instead, rotational contours with a width of about 15 cm–1
were recorded. Therefore, transition intensities are convoluted by a Gaussian
line shape with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 15 cm–1 to generate
the simulated spectra. The simulations of THFOO and THPOO conformers are
plotted in figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

Figure 4.5. Simulated spectra of α (left) and β (right) THFOO• conformers.
Overall spectrum of is calculated as summation of spectra of all conformers
weighted by their relative populations. All spectra are offsetted for clarity.
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Figure 4.6. Simulated spectra of α (Top) and β and 𝛾 (Bottom)
THPOO• conformers. Overall spectrum of is calculated as summation
of spectra of all conformers weighted by their relative populations. All
spectra are offsetted for clarity.
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4.5.2. Spectral simulations (Python data analysis)
Since both THFOO• and THPOO• peroxy radicals had a large number of
conformers, and several calculations and preparations have to be done for each
conformer before simulation, which is time-consuming, a python program was
written to do all necessary pre-simulation operations. The program consists of
three main subprograms. Preinstallation and pre-requirements to use the
program are given in appendix A, along with the code and detailed explanation
for the script. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 above were obtained using the python
program.

4.6. Results and Discussion
4.6.1. Overview of the spectra
CRD spectra (obtained by using 193nm photolysis) of THF and THP
precursors are shown in figure 4.7a and 4.7b respectively in comparison with
spectra of the peroxy absorption, subtraction of the “photolysis–off” spectra
(correspond only for the precursor) from the “photolysis–on” spectra
(corresponds to precursor and peroxy radicals) generates the target radicals
absorption spectra. In the obtained spectra, for both THFOO• and THPOO•,
there are two main groups of peaks, the lower–energy set of peaks (Group A)
can be assigned to the origin bands and the higher–energy one (Group B) to
the OO stretch bands, if compared to the simulated spectra. They are centered
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at 7650 and 8600 cm–l for THFOO•, and 7500 and 8400 cm–l for THPOO•. All
peaks in Groups A and B depend on the presence of oxygen and oxalyl chloride
in the reaction cell.
Also, another relatively narrow peaks observed in our spectra between
6800–7200 cm–1, labeled x, y, and z for THFOO• and x, y for THPOO•. These
peaks were also observed in CRD spectra previously obtained using Cl–
initiated oxidation of cyclopentane and cyclohexane. Although all three peaks
depend on the presence of oxygen in the reaction cell, kinetic measurements
showed that these peaks have lifetimes of more than 50 ms (the maximum
delay time allowed by our experimental setup). This is significantly longer than
the measured lifetimes of ~0.5–10 ms for peaks in Groups A and B, which are
relatively broad and attributed to peroxy radicals. (See Figure 4.8 for measured
decay kinetics.) Although a definitive identification of molecular carriers of
Peaks x, y, and z is not available at this stage, they are attributed to stable
molecules rather than free radicals because of the lifetime measurements.
TD–DFT calculations overestimate both the electronic transition
frequencies and the OO stretch frequencies. Only one scaling factor was used
for all isomers and conformers of THFOO• or THPOO•, to better simulate the
experimental spectra, although its value is different for these two molecules
(0.885 for THFOO• and 0.865 for THPOO•). Numerical values of the scaling
factors are determined so that the maxima in the simulated spectra match
those in the experimental one. A common vibrational scaling factor of 0.920 is
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adopted for the OO stretch vibrational frequencies of both THFOO• and T
HPOO•.

Figure 4.7. CRD spectra of THF (top) and THP (bottom)
precursors (red traces) in comparison with those of the THFOO•
and THPOO• radicals (black traces), respectively. Radical spectra
are offsetted for clarity. Dips labeled with asterisks are due to
strong precursor absorption.
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Figure 4.8. Decay kinetic of THFOO• (top) and THPOO• (bottom)
radicals measured at different peaks in their CRD spectra. The decay
curves are fit to a bi–exponential function with fit time constants
given in the figures.

4.6.2. Artificial dips in the spectra
An artificial–dips in the CRD spectra, which are labeled with asterisks
in figure 4.7, appears due to strong precursor absorption, where the loss in
precursor concentration due to the generation of the peroxy radicals will also
be detected by CRDS.
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THP or THF precursor strong absorption contaminates observed
transitions of peroxy radicals in the OO stretch region. For the THPOO•, the
signal at 8400 cm–1 is strongly overlapping with the precursor absorption, as
seen in figure 4.5. Subtracting the photolysis–off spectrum from the
photolysis–on one may introduce negative features (dips) in the net spectrum
resulting from depletion of the precursor by photolysis. Hence, this
contamination could be just dips from the precursor subtraction rather than a
structure of OO stretching, especially the simulation predicts such structure
and strong features. However, kinetic measurements were carried out in the
OO stretch region to confirm that all strong features vanish within 15 ms (see
Figures 4.8 and 4.9). Therefore, absorption peaks in this region are attributed
to free radicals rather than precursor molecules.
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Figure 4.9. CRD spectra recorded with 5 μs (top) and 15 ms (bottom)
delay times between the photolysis and the CRD laser pulses (Δt).
Absorption peaks are assigned to OO stretch of THPOO• radicals.

4.6.3. THP and THF Absorption cross-section at 193 nm.
The use of 193 nm photolysis of Oxalyl Chloride (COCl)2 to produce Cl•
atoms that initiate the chemistry. According to the Mainz UV cross-section
database, the absorption cross-section of (COCl)2 is similar to that of THP and
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THF at 193 nm. Since the concentration of THF and THP is comparable to the
concentration of (COCl)2 in the reaction mixture, the photolytic products of
THF or THP would also be comparable to the Cl atom production. This means
that there are numerous radical products of photolysis of THF and THP at 193
nm, including H, allyl, vinoxy, formyl, hydroxymethyl, methyl, and the ringopened isomers.161-162 All of them are reactive and may form other peroxy
radicals or react with each other or with stable molecules, i.e., the expected
spectra will have a very complex structure. However, to confirm that the
observed spectra correspond only for the target radicals, we did use a 266 nm
laser (fourth harmonics of an Nd:YAG laser) as our photolysis source. The
recorded CRD spectra in the origin band region with 266 nm photolysis are
shown in figure 4.10a and 4.10b for both THFOO• and THFOO•, respectively,
in comparison with those obtained using 193 nm photolysis. As demonstrated
in that figure, spectra obtained using 193 nm, and 266 nm photolysis lasers
have almost identical spectral features in terms of frequencies and shapes of
the absorption peaks. Eventually, using 193 shows a butter signal to noise
ratio.
However, it is possible that radicals other than peroxies were produced
in the reaction cell upon 193 nm photolysis.161-162 The fact that we did not
observe new peaks using 193 nm photolysis compared to 266 nm photolysis
suggests that electronic transitions of these free radicals are not in the same
wavelength region of THPOO• and THFOO•.
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Figure 4.10. CRD spectra obtained by 266 nm (black) and 193 nm
(red) photolysis of (a) THF and (b) THP in the presence of excessive
O2.

On the other hand, peroxy radicals other than THFOO• and THPOO•
may also be produced in the presence of oxygen, including the methyl peroxy
(CH3OO•) and the allyl peroxy (H2C=CH–CH2OO•) radicals.161-162 ÃX̃
transitions of these two peroxy radicals have been obtained in previous CRD
spectroscopy measurements. The origin band of CH3OO• is at 7383 cm–1, while
conformers of H2C = CH–CH2OO• have strong origin band transitions at ~7440
cm–1 and ~7600 cm–1.163 Absorption peaks at these three frequencies was not
observed in the CRD spectrum, which confirms that the resulting spectra
correspond only to the target radicals.

4.7. Ring-Opening.
α–THP–yl is expected to have a fast dissociation rate because of its weak
Cα'–O bond. As a result, the spectra of THPOO• will not be observed. The
assumption of decomposition of α–THP–yl is still a topic of debate.
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Unimolecular decomposition rate coefficient for α–THP–yl peroxy was
calculated to be about 0.01 per second at 300 K. in other words, the addition of
O2 should dominate the decomposition of alpha–THP–yl peroxy. Therefore,
this isomer should also dominate the experimental spectrum.
However, similar to α–THP–yl, α–THPOO• is also expected to have a
fast dissociation rate because of its weak Cα'–O bond. The assumption for α–
THP–yl dissociation applies to α–THPOO• as well.
The weakest CO bond in α–THPOO•, Cα'O, has dissociation energy of
only ~10 kcal/mol (at 0 K) calculated using the CBS–QB3 method. This is due
to the repulsion between the lone pairs on the ring oxygen atom and the
bonding pair in the Cα'O bond. Electron is withdrawn from the electron-rich
Cα'O bond toward the electron-deficient CαO bond through the ring oxygen is
energetically favorable, and dissociation of the Cα'O bond forms a stable Cα =
O bond. As a result, α–THPOO• regioisomers are susceptible to ring-opening.
We, therefore, assume that α–THPOO• radicals have lifetimes significantly
shorter than the ring–down time (~150 μs) as well as the delay time between
the photolysis laser pulse and the CRD laser pulse (tens of microseconds) so
that they were not detected under our experimental conditions. We further
assume that the population ratios of the β–, and 𝛾–THPOO• radicals are
determined by that of the nascent β–, and 𝛾–THP–yls (2:1). An attempt of
simulation for THPOO• radicals was also carried out using a 76:16:8 ratio
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shown in figure 4.11. The predicted peaks in the region of 6600 – 7000 cm–1
due to the α–regioisomers are absent in the experiment spectrum.
Bond dissociation energies for ring-opening of the THFOO• radical were
also calculated using the CBS–QB3 method. The dissociation energy of the
weakest Cα'O bond in α–THFOO• regioisomers was found to be ~83 kcal/mol
(at 0 K), which is significantly larger than that of the α–THPOO• radical (~10
kcal/mol). The stronger Cα'O bond in THFOO• compared to THPOO• is
attributed to a ∠Cα'OCα bond angle that is much closer to that of a tetrahedral
polygon (∠Cα'OCα = 110° in α–THFOO• vs. 116° in α–THPOO•) and, hence, a
much smaller angle strain. Ring-opening is, therefore, less likely for THFOO•
under the current experimental conditions. Thus, a population ratio of
82.5:17.5 is used in the simulation of the THFOO• spectrum. Bond dissociation
energy (BDE) of the lowest–energy conformers of all regioisomers of THPOO•
and THFOO• calculated using the CBS–QB3 method are summarized in table
4.6.
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Figure 4.11. (a) CRD spectrum of the THPOO• radical. (b) Simulated
spectrum of α–THPOO•. (c) Simulated spectrum of β–THPOO• (d)
Simulated spectrum of 𝛾–THPOO•. Thin lines in (b), (c) and (d) are
simulated spectra of conformers, while the thick line is their
superposition weighted by concentrations. (e) Superposition of the
simulated spectra of all regioisomers with a weight of 76.0% for α–
THPOO•, 16.0% for β–THPOO•, and 8.0% for 𝛾–THPOO•. Peaks
predicted in the region of 6600 – 7000 cm–1 due to the α–regioisomer are
absent in the experiment spectrum.
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Table 4.6. Bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the lowest–
energy conformers of all regioisomers of THPOO• and
THFOO• using the CBS–QB3 method.
Radical

THPOO•

THFOO•

Conformer

Bond

BDE
(Kcal/mol)

α – Ax – G

Cα'–O

10.3

β – Eq – G

Cα–O

82.8

𝛾 – Eq – G

Cα– Cβ

84.7

α – Ax – G'

Cα'–O

82.5

β – Eq – G'

Cα'–O

79.6

The frequency–scaled spectra of each conformer along with experimental ones
are plotted in Figure 4.12 THFOO•, and Figure 4.13 for THPOO•. Simulated
spectra of all conformers of each regioisomer are combined to generate spectra
of the isomers. Superposition of simulated spectra of regioisomers weighted by
their estimated relative populations yields the simulated spectra of the
THFOO• and THPOO• radicals. As demonstrated in the figures, the simulation
reproduces the experimental spectra well. A spectral simulation of the
THPOO• radical with its α–regioisomer included was also attempted. The
predicted strong peaks around 6750 cm–1 due to the α–regioisomer is absent in
the experimental spectrum, which confirms our assumption that the α–
regioisomer is not produced in the reaction cell.
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Figure 4.12. (a) CRD spectrum of the THFOO• radical. (b)
Simulated spectrum of α–THFOO•. (c) Simulated spectrum
of β–THFOO•. Thin lines in (b) and (c) are simulated spectra
of conformers, while the thick line is their superposition
weighted by concentrations. (d) Superposition of the
simulated spectra of both regioisomers with a weight of
82.5% for α–THFOO• and 17.5% for β–THFOO•.
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Figure 4.13. (a) CRD spectrum of the THPOO• radical. (b)
Simulated spectra of β–THPOO•. (c) Simulated spectra of 𝛾–
THPOO•. Thin lines in (b) and (c) are simulated spectra of
conformers, while the thick line is their superposition weighted
by concentrations. (d) Superposition of the simulated spectra
of β– and 𝛾–THPOO• regioisomers with a weight ratio of 2:1.

4.8. Conclusions
In summary, the THF–yl, and THP–yl peroxy radicals were produced in
a reaction cell using Cl–initiated oxidation of THF and THP. The peroxy
radicals were detected by CRD spectroscopy of their 𝐴̃ ← 𝑋̃ electronic
transitions. Quantum chemical calculations predict complex conformational
structures of both peroxy radicals. Simulation of transition intensities
incorporates the relative populations of the regioisomers and conformers,
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oscillator strengths of the electronic transitions, and FCFs. Frequency–scaled
simulation reproduces experimentally obtained spectra of both THFOO• and
THPOO•. The strongest peaks in the experimentally observed spectra are
assigned to the origin bands and the OO stretch bands. The simulation also
confirms the absence of α–THPOO• under the current experimental conditions
due to ring-opening. Other regioisomers of THFOO• and THPOO• have
lifetimes between 0.5 and 10 ms under the current experimental conditions.
CRD spectra obtained consist of superimposing rotational contours of multiple
regioisomers and conformers.
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CHAPTER 5
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
Measuring dynamics and photophysical properties of materials,
molecules, and free radicals are quite essential for understanding their
chemical and physical behaviors. Discussed above, two potential renewable
energy sources materials and reactive species, perovskite nanomaterials, and
peroxy radicals. Overall, the studies presented in this dissertation is in
importance for the atmospheric and combustion reactions chemistry, as well
as reducing pollution and saving energy.
For implementing new materials as renewable energy sources, kinetics,
dynamics photochemical, and physical processes of such material should be
understood. Different laser spectroscopy techniques can be employed for this
purpose since it is considered a powerful tool for monitoring and probing such
processes.
The ultrafast exciton dynamics for methylammonium lead bromide
(CH3NH3PbBr3) nanostructures were studied using transient absorption laser
spectroscopy, different charge carrier processes were observed.
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The spectra show four main features that correspond to tow main
processes; early-stage dynamics (BGR), evident by a positive PIA signal, and a
negative signal due to band-edge SF. Late-stage dynamics (charge
recombination) evident by the long-lived SF and a positive intraband
absorption signal.
The photoexcitation in the interband continuum is followed by an
instantaneous

charge

carrier

thermalization

to

a

quasi-equilibrium

distribution, as evidenced by the blue-shifted SF. This SF signal is
accompanied by a sub-band-gap PIA signal attributed to photoexcitationinduced transient BGR. The subsequent cooling of hot charge carriers occurs
at a sub-picosecond time scale (τc~300 fs) and is responsible for the decay of
the blue-shifted SF and the PIA signals, as well as the growth of a new longerlasting SF signal, a close-lying SE signal (in the TA spectra of NCs and NPs),
and an intraband absorption signal in the blue region. The decay of the SF/SE
and the intraband absorption signals follows second-order reaction kinetics,
which suggests that the observed charge recombination is dominated by the
non-geminate recombination process.
The recombination rate constants demonstrate different dependence on
the initial charge carrier density upon photoexcitation. The effective rate
constants of the NCs and NPs demonstrate a linear relationship with the
initial density of the charge carriers, with the former having a much larger
linearity coefficient while that of the NWs remains constant.
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With the same pump fluence and hence similar charge carrier density,
both the frequency domain and time domain of NWs are significantly different
compared to NCs and NPs due to weaker quantum confinement and less
overlap between the electron and hole wave functions. Such size and shape
dependences may be utilized for the rational selection of appropriate
nanomaterials for the fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells and lightemitting diodes.
THF–yl and THP–yl peroxy radicals were produced in a reaction cell
using Cl–initiated oxidation of THF and THP. The peroxy radicals were
detected by CRD spectroscopy of their 𝐴̃ ← 𝑋̃ electronic transitions. Quantum
chemical calculations predict complex conformational structures of both peroxy
radicals. Simulation of transition intensities incorporates the relative
populations of the regioisomers and conformers, oscillator strengths of the
electronic transitions, and FCFs. Frequency–scaled simulation reproduces
experimentally obtained spectra of both THFOO• and THPOO•. The strongest
peaks in the experimentally observed spectra are assigned to the origin bands
and the OO stretch bands. The simulation also confirms the absence of α–
THPOO• under the current experimental conditions due to ring-opening. Other
regioisomers of THFOO• and THPOO• have lifetimes between 0.5 and 10 ms
under the current experimental conditions. CRD spectra obtained consist of
superimposing rotational contours of multiple regioisomers and conformers.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE STUDIES
TA spectrum (in the frequency domain) and transient kinetic (in the
time domain) of NWs are significantly different compared to NCs and NPs due
to weaker quantum confinement and less overlap between the electron and
hole wave functions. This suggests a strong effect of quantum confinement on
the recombination process.
A series of size or shape-controlled samples can be tested for further
information about the effect of quantum confinement on the transient kinetics
occurring in perovskite materials. Hence, the selection of appropriate
nanomaterials for the fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells and lightemitting diodes.
The complicated spectra obtained by CRDS for those THP-yl and THFyl peroxy radicals are due to the spectral congestion as well as the multiple
conformers that contribute to the spectra. High-resolution jet cooled CRDS can
be utilized using supersonic jet expansion and narrow linewidth lasers to
obtain spectral resolution. Also, pre halogenated precursors can be used for
obtaining single-isomer spectra.
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APPENDIX A
OPTICAL CAVITY ALIGNMENT AND LASERS
MAINTENANCE
A.1

CRDS Cavity alignment

Usually, when the CRD beam is visible, the cavity is aligned using the same
beam by matching the reflection of the beam from the HR coated face of the
mirror with the original beam spot, indicating a perpendicular beam to the
mirror (parallel to the cavity axis). However, using the same beam has some
difficulties, the beam will be entirely blocked by the mirrors, where the end
mirror has to be aligned first while the front mirror is unmounted to allow
seeing the reflection, then one can mount the front mirror and align it
independently, in this case one cannot see the reflection of the end mirror since
it is already blocked by the front mirror, and walking the cavity becomes
completely dependent on ring down curve is seen on the oscilloscope which in
most of the cases is not obtained immediately. This method becomes even more
difficult in the case of invisible laser beams – like IR laser beam – using the
same beam since reflection needs an IR viewer or IR card. Using a visible
reference beam is very useful to overcome such difficulties.
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The visible reference beam must be chosen based on the center of HR
mirrors, where the mirrors are transparent to the reference beam, so its
reflections still visible even when both mirrors are mounted. A HeNe laser
beam is the best choice for such purpose, however, in some cases when the
center of the mirrors is close to HeNe wavelength and can cover broad
region – depending on the coating and IR region of interest, HeNe laser
might be entirely blocked by the mirrors, in this case using a green laser
pointer or other laser source away from the center of the mirrors is useful.
Below is a complete ring-down cavity alignment we developed based on
our experimental setup. Note that mirrors and optical elements are labeled
according to the CRD beam path; the definitions of optics can be varied
based on different experimental setups.
Our ring-down cavity is aligned using a HeNe laser beam (632.8 nm)
unidirectional with the CRD laser beam. It is critical to make sure that both
beams are 100% overlapping before the cavity. This is done by using a pair
of Irises and mirrors just before the cavity. Also, one wants to make sure
that beams go through the center of the cavity, where the CRD mirrors are
perpendicular to the reference HeNe laser beam, i.e., the axis of the cavity.
Then, since the IR beam overlaps with the reference beam, the IR beam will
be automatically aligned when the reference beam is aligned. The
alignment procedure has many steps, as described below. All steps are
based on figure A.1 and must be followed strictly to achieve the maximum
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ring-down time and signal level. Some of the steps below are specific for our
setup. General steps are the same for any experimental setup. One can
ignore those steps that are irrelevant to his setup. The optical arrangement
can vary from setup to another, while the general procedure remains the
same.

Figure A.1. Beam paths diagram for both IR and HeNe lasers. Beams are
shifted for clarity. (CRDM) Cavity Ring Down Mirror, (FM) Flipping Mirror,
(I) Iris, (M) Mirror, (LPF) Long Pass Filter.

The first step in the alignment process must be aligning the CRD beam
to the optical cavity, i.e., the CRD cavity should be the reference point for
the whole alignment process. The height of the beams must be adjusted
based on the cavity height. All irises are defined after aligning the CRD
beam to the center axis of the cavity.
1. CRD laser beam alignment to the cavity center axis.
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This process is not necessary for the everyday experiments. It should be
performed when the CRDS system needs major re-alignment, e.g., when the
CRD laser beam is re-aligned significantly, or optical elements changed.

Important!
•

Use a beam dumber to block the laser beams just before the
detector to avoid detector damage.

•

Use minimum visible and IR laser power for alignment.
Especially in the case of the green laser beam.

•

Guide all beams using the holes on the optical table. This makes
the process easier.

•

When setting up irises, fix them as close as possible to mirrors.
This will make sure the corresponding mirror will not change the
beam alignment much on the closer iris.

1.1.

Unmount the CRD mirrors from the cavity. Flip down the flip

mirror if it is already installed in the setup.
1.2.

Use four mirrors before the cavity to direct the beam towards the

cavity, and 1 or 2 mirrors after the cavity to direct the beam to the
detector. The beam path is shown in figure A.1. Note that the
arrangement of the four mirrors could vary from setup to another
based on available space on the optical table.
Mirrors are labeled M1 – M6 in figure A.1, two mirrors (M1 and M2) are
needed for aligning the beam in the “overlap area” between M2 and M3, the
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second pair of mirrors (M3 and M4) will be used for aligning the beam to the
center axis of the cavity between Mirrors M4 and M5, while Mirrors M5 and
M6 are used to align the beam to the detector.
1.3.

Direct the IR beam to the cavity, make sure the beam is

horizontal (parallel to the optical table), and match the height of the
center axis of the cavity. one can use a
ruler to measure the heights. Make
sure the beam hits the center of the
Figure A.2. Beam alignment
mirrors; this will give more freedom tool machined using an
acrylic disk to match the
for the further alignment steps.
cavity arm end.
Steps 1.4 – 1.6 are to define the center axis of the cavity
1.4.

Use a beam alignment tool, a plastic disk that fits into the

opening of each arm of the cavity cell or chamber and has a small
round hole at the center for the laser beam to go through (Figure A.
2), to define the beam into the center axis of the ring-down cavity. At
this stage, one needs to use an IR card or viewer to be able to see the
laser beam.
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1.5.

Put the cavity alignment tool into

the arm opening closer to Iris I3 (lefthand side in Figure A.1). Steer the IR
laser beam through the center hole of
the tool using Mirror M3.

Figure A.3. Alignment of the IR
spot on the IR card using the Beam
1.6. Put the cavity alignment tool into alignment tool, dashed line is the
foot print of the IR spot if it is
the arm opening closer to Iris I4 (right- centered on the axis of the cavity
and iris I4. A is the vertical
hand side in Figure A.1). Steer the IR centering, B is the horizontal
centering and C is aligned spot.
laser beam through the center hole of
the tool using Mirror M4. Use an IR viewer to visualize the IR beam
on the beam alignment tool hole. For better alignment, one may use
an IR card, move the IR laser beam vertically (horizontally) by
adjusting the Mirror M4 so that only a
very small portion of the beam goes
through the center hole of the tool
(Figure A.3). One then adjusts the

Figure A.4. Visualizing
Mirror M4 horizontally (vertically) to the IR spot on the Irises
using an IR viewer. the
make sure that the IR laser beam is green ring is what is seen
when the IR beam is
centered horizontally (vertically). One centered on the iris and
the iris is partially closed.
finally moves Mirror M4 vertically
(horizontally) to the center.
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1.7.

If necessary, repeat steps 1.5 and 1.6 until the IR laser beam is

centered at both ends.
1.8.

Use mirror M3 to center the beam on the front cavity end and

mirror M4 for the rear cavity end, repeat the steps until the beam is
centered on both ends. Now, the IR beam is aligned to the center axis
of the cavity.
1.9.

Adjust the position and height of Irises I3 and I4 so that the HeNe

laser beam is centered on both irises. The center axis of the cavity is
now defined by Irises I3 and I4.
1.10. Define irises I1, I2, and I5 based on the IR beam. Make sure to
leave some space between mirror M3 and Iris I3 to setup the flip
mirror. Now all irises are defined based on the center axis of the
cavity. Use an IR viewer to look at the IR laser beam at Irises while
defining them. (See Figure A.3, seen through an IR viewer).
2. Alignment of the HeNe laser beam:
This step must take place after aligning the IR beam since the HeNe Laser
beam is aligned based on the irises defined in the previous step. HeNe must
be aligned in the center of irises I1 and I2. Once the HeNe is Centered on
these irises, it will be colinear with the IR beam. The HeNe laser beam
should be automatically centered on the Irises I3 – I5, and in the center axis
of the cavity since all irises are positioned based on the IR beam. (see steps
1.4 – 1.9)
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Important!
•

Block the IR beam before mirror M2 for safety.

•

For the HeNe Alignment, use ONLY mirror M0 and the flip mirror
FM; otherwise, steps 1.4 – 1.8 needs to be redone.

2.1.

Setup at least two mirrors, including the flip mirror, to steer the

HeNe laser beam. The flip mirror will intercept the IR beam just
before iris I1.
2.2.

Make sure that the He-Ne laser beam is centered at Iris I1 and

Iris I2. Use mirror M0 to center the HeNe beam on iris I1 and use FM
to center the HeNe beam on iris I2.
2.3.

Repeat step 2.2 until the HeNe laser is centered on irises I1 and

I2. This makes sure that the HeNe laser beam overlaps with the IR
laser beam afterward. Now both beams are overlapping. Any optical
alignment for HeNe will be automatically reflected on the IR beam.
When the center axis of the cavity is already defined by irises I3 and I4, and
both IR and HeNe beams are overlapping, steps 2.4 – 2.9 is applied for
detector alignment.
2.4.

Steer the He-Ne laser beam to the center of Iris I3 using Mirror

M3.
2.5.

Steer the He-Ne laser beam to the center of Iris I4 using Mirror

M4.
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2.6.

If necessary, repeat steps 2.4 and 2.5 until the HeNe laser beam

is centered at both irises I3 and I4. Now, the IR beam is following the
HeNe beam; any alignment on the HeNe will be reflected on the IR
beam.
2.7.

Unblock the IR beam (keep the detector blocked), use a power

sensor just before the cavity and measure the IR power. Usually, ~ 3
mJ is sufficient for the CRDS experiment. Decrease the IR laser
power to minimum detectable. One can also use an IR viewer. The
IR power should be decreased so much that it can be barely seen with
the IR viewer. Remove the black cardboard in front of the photodiode.
2.8.

Adjust Mirror M5 to maximize the signal (~10 ns pulse duration)

on the oscilloscope. If cw laser is used, one can set up a chopper for
better visualization on the scope. The detection system (Iris I5, LongPass Filter, and the photodiode) should be parallel to the IR beam
and at the same height for the max signal.

3. Alignment of the ring-down cavity:
The IR beam should be blocked for Steps 3.2-3.14.
3.1.

Make sure that both beams (IR and HeNe laser beams) are

centered on irises I1 and I2, i.e., both beams are overlapping.
3.2.

Steps 2.4 – 2.6 are applied here.
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3.3.

Place the cavity alignment card, a white card that has several

pinholes with different diameters, between Mirrors M3 and M4.
Adjust its position so that the HeNe laser beam goes through a hole
that is slightly smaller than the laser beam and is perfectly centered.
3.4.

The rear CRD mirror (further from the HeNe laser, CRD Mirror

2 in Figure A.1) can now be mounted with the high-reflectivity (HR)
coated surface inside of the cavity. If only one wedged CRD mirror
for the cavity, it should be used at the front end to minimize the
deflection of the HeNe laser beam (see Step 4.1).
3.5.

Use the adjustment screws of (CRDM2) mirror mount to steer the

reflection of the HeNe laser beam from the coated surface back to the
used pinhole on the beam alignment card. The reflection should be
perfectly centered at the pinhole so that a ring around it can be seen.

If CRDM is wedged, two reflection beam
spots, from two surfaces of the CRD
mirror, can be seen. Usually, the reflection

Figure A.5. Wedged mirror
reflection spots on cavity card,
from the HR surface is stronger and
reflection from the wedged
surface is rotating while from
larger. To identify the reflection beam
the HR coted surface is almost
stationary.
spots, one can rotate the mirror along the
axis of the ring-down cavity. The reflection from the HR surface is almost
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stationary, while the other reflected beam spot, by the other surface of the
mirror, rotates around the first reflected beam (See Figure A.5).

3.6.

One now can see several

rings around the reflected
beam from the HR surface of
the CRD mirror on the beam
alignment tool. If they are
not co-centered, use mirror
Figure A.6. Ring structure seen on
M4 to co-center them (Figure the cavity alignment card. (A)
comparasion between centered and
A.6a). This makes sure that off-centered reflection, (B) picture of
centered ring structure of reflection.
the HeNe beam hits the
center of CRD mirror 2.
Very often, the ring structure couldn’t be observed. In this case, a single
circular spot of the reflection on the alignment card should be observed, see
figure A.7. If the spot was not circular, move the beam horizontally and
vertically using mirror M4 until one sees a defined circular reflection.
3.7.

If the rings were not co-centered (or the reflection spot was not

circular), then step 3.6 slightly moves the center position of the
reflection. Therefore, Step 3.5 need to be repeated to achieve a perfect
co-centered beam pattern around the pinhole on the beam alignment
card (Figure A.6b).
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3.8.

Once the rear CRD mirror is aligned, the

front mirror (closer to the HeNe laser, CRD
Mirror CRDM1 in Figure A.1) can be
mounted with the HR coated surface inside
of the cavity.
3.9.

Figure A.7. Reflection
spot if ring structure
was not observed.

Use the adjustment screws of (CRDM2) mirror mount to steer the

reflection of the HeNe laser beam from the coated surface back very

close to the used pinhole on the beam alignment card. When both
CRDMs are mounted, one can see not only the direct reflection from
the HR surfaces of CRD Mirrors 1 and 2 but also the second-round
reflection: The transmitted portion of the laser beam from CRDM1
will be reflected by CRDM2, a portion of the second reflection will be
transmitted again through CRDM1 to the beam alignment card. The
second-round reflection beam spot is smaller and weaker than the
direct reflection spots. One may see the third- or even fourth-round
reflection, depending on the intensity of the HeNe laser beam.
3.10. Use the adjustment screws of CRD mirrors 1 and 2 to align all
three reflection beams vertically (see Figure A.8a). Reflection from
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CRD Mirror 1 is centered
at

the

pinhole.

The

distance

between

the

centers

of

the

direct

Figure A.8. First and second round
should reflections when both CRDM are
mounted. the second reflection is twice
approximately equal to further than the first and travels twice
faster.
the distance between the
reflection

spots

centers of the CRD Mirror 2 reflection and the second-round
reflection. One can use the vertical adjustment screw of CRD Mirror2
to move its own direct reflection beam spot and the second-round
reflection beam spot vertically, above and below the pinhole (Figure
A.8a and 8b). These two configurations should be symmetric to each
other.
If not, adjust “walk” the vertical adjustment screws of both CRD
mirrors alternately to achieve symmetry.
3.11. After the symmetry is achieved, use the vertical adjustment screw
of CRD Mirror 2 to overlap all reflection beams spots with the
pinhole.
3.12. Place a white card after the cavity. A ring-structure interference
pattern may be observed. Optimize the interference pattern by
adjusting the adjustment screws of the two CRD mirrors alternately.
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4. Ring-down cavity Fine adjustments.
4.1.

Flip down the flip mirror. The HeNe laser can now be blocked. If

the aforementioned preliminary optimization steps are all well
performed, a ring-down curve should be immediately observed on the
oscilloscope.
4.2.

If the ring-down curve contains many high-frequency oscillations,

multiple modes in the transmitted beam are detected. One can
narrow irises along the IR beam path and/or slightly adjust Mirror 5
to eliminate the multi-mode signal. Note that M5 should not be
adjusted significantly at this stage. Over-adjustment it may mislead
the following adjustment steps.
Steps 5.3-5.8 are to fine adjust the ring-down cavity. Multi-exponential fit
in the LabVIEW program should be selected (usually with two components),
and one should monitor the ring-down time of the slowest component
(longer ring down time).
The goal of optimization should be to increase the ring-down time, not to
increase the magnitude of the ring-down signal. Indeed, when ring-down
time increases, the magnitude decreases because the transmission is
stretched in time;
4.3.

Adjust the vertical adjustment screw of CRD Mirror 1 to increase

the ring-down time.
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4.4.

The ring-down time can be further increased by “walking” the

vertical adjustment screws of both CRD mirrors: one adjusts the
vertical screw of one of the CRDS mirrors, and then adjust the
vertical screw of the other CRD mirror to increase the ring-down
time. If the optimized signal has longer ring-down time than
previous, one should continue adjusting the first mirror in the same
direction; Otherwise, one reverses the direction of adjustment, until
the maximum ring-down time is reached.
4.5.

Walk all adjustment screws of the CRD mirrors to increase the

ring-down time. Always walk the corresponding screws of the two
mounts.
4.6.

Walk Mirrors 3 and 4 to increase the ring-down time.

4.7.

Repeat Steps 4.5-4.7 to maximize the ring-down time.

A good ring-down signal should have long ring-down time, large magnitude,
and smooth decay curve, which implies a single mode. The beam profile of
the transmitted CRD laser beam can be illustrated by a CCD camera.
Single TEM00 mode is desired.
4.8.

A telescope and 50 or 100 μm diameter pinhole may be added at

the con-focal point of the telescope, for mode selection.
It is essential to follow all steps strictly. If one does not perform each and
every step accurately, one might be trapped in a local maximum. When the
global maximum is reached, all ring-down mirror adjustment screws
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become very sensitive. It is recommended to lock these screws for stability
and reproducibility, especially when the vacuum pump is running.

A.2

Excimer laser LPX120i maintenance.
a. Changing mirrors

Mirrors need to be changed if the operation wavelength of the laser is
changed, i.e., gases and ration. For example, when changing from 248 to 193.

•

Fill the laser with helium slightly above atmospheric pressure (say 1.05
- 1.1 atm), although the extra pressure will leak out once mirrors are
removed. However, it will limit humidity and unwanted gases from
entering the chamber.

•

Immediately seal the laser tube with a rubber stopper.

•

If the rear mirror is transparent, then you can easily align the cavity
with helium-neon laser, however, if only mirrors were removed but the
mounts kept on the laser, there should be no change in cavity alignment.

•

After changing mirrors, re-passivation is required, and helium burn is
recommended.

Do both Helium Burn and Re-passivation when (i) there is a leak in the
gas line or the laser tube, or (ii) the laser tube is exposed to ambient air, e.g.,
after mirror cleaning, or (iii) switching from F to Cl and vice versa.
b. Helium burns
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•

Connect Helium tank to “Inert”.

•

Go to “Menu”, bring the “Helium Burn” tag to the front. HV should be
16-18 kV. A low voltage of 16 kV is preferred. The repetition rate should
be 3 Hz. Helium pressure should be 1600 mbar. All other gas pressures
should be zero.

•

Quit Menu and go back to the main menu.

•

Make sure that both the big and small valves of the Helium tank are
open.

•

Make sure that “Option>Low Light” is chosen. Otherwise, the laser will
stop firing because it cannot detect any laser beam.

•

Go to Gas>New Fill. Refill the laser tube. It will stop automatically at
slightly above 1600 mbar. Quit Gas and go back to the main menu.

•

Press “Start”.
The gas chamber needs to be evacuated, refilled, and Helium burn

started repetitively. For each round, one needs to choose “Gas>New Fill” and
then “Start”.
Gradually increase the repetition rate after each refill, e.g., one may
start with a low repetition rate (5 Hz) to a high repetition rate (25 Hz). Begin
with a time duration of ~10 minutes and then gradually increase the duration
of laser-firing, one may use the following process:
First run 5 Hz, 16 kV, for 10 min;
Second run 10 Hz, 16 kV, for 20 min;
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Third run 15 Hz, 16 kV, for 30 min;
Fourth run 20 Hz, 16 kV, for 30 min;
Fifth run 25 Hz, 16 kV, for 30 min;
Sixth run 25 Hz, 16 kV, for 30 min;
Seventh run 25 Hz, 16 kV, for 30 min or longer.
To test if no further helium burns are needed, put a white paper close to
the output coupler to see the color of the discharge. First, the discharge looks
white, then, it turns pink, the standard color of Helium discharge.
c. Re-passivation
Re-passivation is recommended when the laser tube is warm, for
example, immediately after the Helium burn.

Stage (1) Soaking:
Soaking has to be done manually. First, add 150 mbar of 5% F2 in He.
Then add 1,200 mbar Helium. Then, leave the laser overnight.

Stage (2) Re-passivation.
•

Connect Helium tank to “Inert” and F2 in Helium to “halogen”.

•

Go to “Menu”, bring the “Re-passivation” tag to the front. HV should be
16 kV. The repetition rate should be 5 Hz. However, if an external
trigger is chosen in the menu, the external trigger repetition rate
overrules. F2 in Helium pressure should be 30 mbar. Helium pressure
should be 2000 mbar. All other gas pressures should be zero.

•

Quit Menu and go back to the main menu.
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Make sure that both the big and small valve of both the Helium and the
F2 in Helium tanks are open. Also, make sure that “Option>Low Light” is
chosen. Otherwise, the laser will stop firing because it cannot detect any laser
beam.
•

Go to Gas>New Fill. Refill the laser tube. The software will add 30 mbar
of 5% F2 and 2000 mbar Helium. It will stop automatically at slightly
above 2030 mbar.

•

Quit Gas and go back to the main menu.

•

Press “Start”.

The laser will fire at 16 kV HV and 5 Hz repetition rate. Put a white
paper at the exit. One should see a red beam. If one sees arcing, stop the firing
immediately. Evacuate the gases, let the laser cool down, and refill it with less
F2. If it still arc, increase the HV to 17 or 18 kV and see if the arcing is still
there.
At the first fill, the red color fades out very quickly. When it fades out,
add a little bit more 5% fluorine (~20 mbar). (“Bump” the fluorine.)
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Repeat “bumping” the fluorine until the red color lasts for more than 10,000
laser shots.
When the red color lasts for more than 10,000 laser shots, stop adding
5% F2. Instead, evacuate the laser tube and refill it with 30 mbar 5% F 2 and
2,000 (please confirm) mbar Helium.
After several refills, the red color should stay for longer than 90,000
laser shots. Refill the laser about ten times at the 90,000 shots level. The laser
is now ready.
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APPENDIX B
PYTHON PROGRAMS FOR DATA ANALYSIS
First, parameters extraction and initial calculations:
Usually, we use gaussian for our quantum chemical calculations. Hence, this
program was coded to handle Gaussian output files only. The first run will ask the
user for several necessary information, including; scaling factors, temperature,
branching ratios (previously calculated by SAR, see above) if more than one isomer
exists. Then it looks up the files to extract the necessary parameters from Gaussian
output files of both ground and excited states using “keywords”, these keywords will
ensure the extraction of the final optimized values. The values extracted from the
ground state files include Hartree–Fock energies, and then, it zero-point corrects
these energies, then it extracts the optimized rotational constants. From the excited
state file, similarly to the ground state, it extracts optimized rotational constants,
zero-point corrected Hartree–Fock energies vertical excitations, and electron dipole
moments. The adiabatic excitations and oscillator strengths are calculated using the
parameters extracted from both ground and excited states. All the above-extracted
parameters are along with calculated quantities that are then sorted and stored in a
table.
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Once all conformers are done, Boltzmann distribution and branching
ratios are calculated saved as a text file to be used in the next step of the
program. A schematic diagram shows the structure chart of the first
subprogram is shown in figure B.1a.

Second, Franck–Condon factors (FCFs) calculations
FCFs calculations are done by eZspectrum software. This software
requires an input file to be prepared before running the software. This python
subprogram prepares the input file of eZspectrum software using the table
generated above and Gaussian output file similarly to the first step above and
then calls the eZspectrum software to perform FCFs calculations. A stick plot
will be generated and saved in a text file for each conformer to be used in the
last step. A schematic diagram shows the structure chart of the second
subprogram is shown in figure B.1b.

Third, spectra convolution with Gaussian or Lorentzian line shapes
After necessary parameters and quantities are collected and calculated,
and the stick plots generated in the previous step, the third program will
generate convoluted spectra for each conformer and generate overall spectra
using the superposition of all conformers weighted by their populations
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generated in the first step. Figure B.1c shows the structure chart of the third
step program.

Figure B.1. Flow chart for the three python programs used in data analysis,
gaussian parameter extraction (A), FCFs Calculations (B) and spectra
convolution (C).
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Python code:
The code was written using Python 3.7 environments. It is specific to the
experiments conducted in our lab. However, it can be modified if needed.
Prerequisites:
Python 3 environment has to be installed on the computer. The program
eZspectrum.exe should be in the same folder that contains Gaussian output
files and the atomic masses.xml associated with the eZspectrum program. All
files will be generated in the same folder.
The gaussian output file has to be “.log” extension, or the code can be
modified to “.out” and the naming of the files should follow the following
criteria:
A first character is an integer number indicating the isomer number.
The second character is a lower-case letter indicating different conformers, and
the last character has to be an upper-case letter indicating its electronic state.
In this code, “X” is used for the ground state, “A or B” for the excited state.
However, these criteria can be changed on the code as well.
In the second step program, the code between the yellow-highlighted
areas is a modified code of the associated XML file generation that comes with
the eZspectrum software package (reference [158]).
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First step code:
import numpy as np
import os, fnmatch
confirm = 'n'
while confirm == 'n':
#Set the name of the Precursor, could include any characters.
Precusor_name = input('Enter the name of the precursor or target
radical : ')
while len(Precusor_name) == 0:
Precusor_name = input('No entry, Enter the name of the precu
rsor or target radical : ')
#Set the Electronic Scaling Factor, must be numbers.
Calibration_factor = input('Enter the Electronic Scaling factor,
Enter 1 if there is no factor : ')
while True:
while len(Calibration_factor) == 0:
Calibration_factor = input('No entry, Enter the Electron
ic Scaling factor, Enter 1 if there is no factor : ')
try:
Calibration_factor = float (Calibration_factor)
break
except ValueError:
Calibration_factor = input('Electronic Scaling factor mu
st be numbers, Enter 1 if there is no factor: ')
#Set the Boltzmann distribution temperature, must be numbers.
bzmn_temp = input('Enter the Boltzmann distribution temperature
in (K) : ')
while True:
while len(bzmn_temp) == 0:
bzmn_temp = input('No entry, Enter the Boltzmann distrib
ution temperature in (K) : ')
try:
bzmn_temp = float (bzmn_temp)
break
except ValueError:
bzmn_temp = input('Boltzmann distribution temperature in
(K), must be numbers : ')
#Set the Vibrational Scaling Factor, must be numbers.
vibsf = input('Enter the Vibrational Scaling factor, Enter 1 if
there is no factor : ')
while True:
while len(vibsf) == 0:
vibsf = input('No entry, Enter the Vibrational Scaling f
actor, Enter 1 if there is no factor : ')
try:
vibsf = float (vibsf)
break
except ValueError:
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vibsf = input('Vibrational Scaling factor must be number
s, Enter 1 if there is no factor: ')
#Set the isomers, must be numbers
numberofisomers = input('Enter the number of isomers : ')
while True:
while len(numberofisomers) == 0:
numberofisomers = input('No entry, Enter the number of i
somers : ')
try:
numberofisomers = int (numberofisomers)
break
except ValueError:
numberofisomers = input('Input must be integers, please
enter the number of isomers: ')
#Set branching ratio for each isomer.
if int(numberofisomers) > 1:
Branching_ratio = np.zeros(int(numberofisomers))
for i in range (int(numberofisomers)):
isomernumber = str(i+1)
branchingRatio = input('Enter the branching ratio for is
omer ' + isomernumber + ' : ')
while True:
while len(branchingRatio) == 0:
branchingRatio = input('No entry, Enter the bran
ching ratio for isomer '+isomernumber+' : ')
try:
Branching_ratio[i] = branchingRatio
break
except ValueError:
branchingRatio = input('Branching ratio must be
a number, please re-enter: ')
else:
Branching_ratio = 1
use_f = input('Do you want to use the oscillator strength? Y or
N : ')
while len(use_f) == 0:
use_f = input('No entry, Enter if you want to use the oscill
ator strength? Y or N : ')
exit1 = 'n'
while exit1 == 'n':
if (use_f == 'Y') or (use_f == 'y') or (use_f == 'N') or (us
e_f == 'n'):
exit1 = 'y'
else:
use_f = input('Enter if you want to use the oscillator s
trength? must be Y or N : ')
exit1 = 'n'
confirm = input('please confirm the above parameters, type y if
correct, n if need to change: ')
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while len(confirm) == 0:
confirm = input('No entry, confirm the above parameters, typ
e y if correct, n if need to change: ')
Xfile
Xfile
Afile
Afile

=
=
=
=

fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*X.log')
sorted(Xfile)
fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*A.log')
sorted(Afile)

for m,n in enumerate (Xfile):
Rot_X ='none'
Erel_X = 'none'
zeropointenergy = 'none'
#resetting values
A_X=0
B_X=0
C_X=0
HF_X=0
EEX=0
ZPEXcm=0
StateF=open(n,'r')
Line=StateF.readline()
while Line:
Line=StateF.readline()
if (Line.find('Optimized Parameters')>=0) and (zeropointener
gy == 'none'):
Line=StateF.readline()
while Line:
Line=StateF.readline()
if (Line.find('Rotational constants (GHZ):')>=0) and
(Rot_X=='none'):
A_X=Line[34:43]
A_X=(float(A_X))
B_X=Line[49:58]
B_X=(float(B_X))
C_X=Line[64:73]
C_X=(float(C_X))
Rot_X='full'
Line=StateF.readline()
if (Line.find('\HF=')>=0) and (Erel_X=='none'):
Line=Line[1:-1]
Line+=StateF.readline()[1:-1]
Line = Line.split('\\')
for k,l in enumerate(Line):
if l.find('HF')>=0:
HF_X = l[3:]
EEX=float(HF_X)*219474.63
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Erel_X='full'
Line=StateF.readline()
if (Line.find(' Zero-point vibrational energy')>=0)
and (zeropointenergy=='none'):
Line=StateF.readline()
ZPEXcm=float(Line[34:44])*349.755*vibsf
zeropointenergy = 'full'
Line=StateF.readline()
EEX_CORR= (EEX+ZPEXcm)
Rotconst_X = np.hstack((A_X,B_X,C_X))
for q,r in enumerate (Afile):
if (r[0:2]+'X.log'==n):
Rot_A = 'none'
VE= 'none'
Erel_AorB = 'none'
D = 'none'
ZPE='full'
#resetting values
A_A=0
B_A=0
C_A=0
DX=0
DY=0
DZ=0
Dtot=0
HF_AorB=0
EEA=0
V1=0
VEx=0
osc_strn=0
ZPEA=0
ZPEAcm=0
StateF=open(r,'r')
line=StateF.readline()
while line:
line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find('Optimized Parameters')>=0):
line=StateF.readline()
while line:
line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find('Rotational constants (GHZ):')
>=0) and (Rot_A=='none'):
A_A=line[34:43]
A_A=(float(A_A))
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B_A=line[49:58]
B_A=(float(B_A))
C_A=line[64:73]
C_A=(float(C_A))
Rot_A='full'
line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find(' Ground to excited state tran
sition electric dipole moments (Au):')>=0) and (D=='none'):
line=StateF.readline()
line=StateF.readline()
DX=line[19:25]
DX=(float(DX)**2)
DY=line[31:37]
DY=(float(DY)**2)
DZ=line[43:49]
DZ=(float(DZ)**2)
Dtot = DX+DY+DZ
D='full'
Line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find('\HF=')>=0) and (Erel_AorB=='n
one'):
line=line[1:-1]
line+=StateF.readline()[1:-1]
line = line.split('\\')
for y,z in enumerate(line):
if z.find('HF')>=0:
HF_AorB = z[3:]
EEA=float(HF_AorB)*219474.63
Erel_AorB='full'
line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find('Excited State

2:')>=0) and

(VE=='none'):
V1=line[44:51]
VEx=10000000/(float(V1))
osc_strn=30.376*Dtot/(float(V1))
VE='full'
line=StateF.readline()
if (line.find(' Zero-point vibrational energ
y')>=0) and (ZPE=='full'):
line=StateF.readline()
ZPEA=line[34:44]
ZPEAcm=float(ZPEA)*349.755*vibsf
ZPE='full'
line=StateF.readline()
EEA_CORR=(EEA+ZPEAcm)
AdEx_cm=(VEx+(EEA_CORR-EEX_CORR))*Calibration_factor
AdEx_nm=(10000000/AdEx_cm)
Fund_nm=10000000/(AdEx_cm+8312)
Rotconst_A = np.hstack((A_A,B_A,C_A))
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f=osc_strn
raw = np.hstack(([AdEx_cm,AdEx_nm,Fund_nm]))
if m == 0:
isomer = int(n[0:1])
conformer = str(n[1:2])
conformers = str(n[0:2])
HFground = float(EEX_CORR)
Rot_const_X = Rotconst_X
Rot_const_A = Rotconst_A
osc_strength=f
output = raw
noofenentiomers = input('Enter the number of enantiomers for
'+conformers+' conformer : ')
while True:
while len(noofenentiomers) == 0:
noofenentiomers = input('No entry, Enter the number
of enantiomers for '+conformers+' conformer : ')
try:
numberofisomers = int (noofenentiomers)
break
except ValueError:
noofenentiomers = input('Input must be integers, Ent
er the number of enantiomers for '+conformers+' conformer : ')
no_enant = float(noofenentiomers)
else:
output = np.vstack((output,raw))
isomer = np.vstack((isomer,int(n[0:1])))
conformers = np.vstack((conformers,str(n[0:2])))
conformer = np.vstack((conformer,str(n[1:2])))
HFground = np.hstack((HFground,float(EEX_CORR)))
Rot_const_X = np.vstack(([Rot_const_X,Rotconst_X]))
Rot_const_A = np.vstack(([Rot_const_A,Rotconst_A]))
osc_strength=np.vstack(([osc_strength,f]))
noofenentiomers = input('Enter the number of enantiomers for
'+str(n[0:2])+' conformer : ')
while True:
while len(noofenentiomers) == 0:
noofenentiomers = input('No entry, Enter the number
of enantiomers for '+str(n[0:2])+' conformer : ')
try:
numberofisomers = int (noofenentiomers)
break
except ValueError:
noofenentiomers = input('Input must be integers, Ent
er the number of enantiomers for '+str(n[0:2])+' conformer : ')
no_enant = np.vstack((no_enant,float(noofenentiomers))) #nom
ber of enentiomers
if len(conformer)==1:
populations = np.zeros([8])
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populations[0]=HFground-np.amin(HFground) # rel energy all
populations[1]=HFground-np.amin(HFground) # rel energy in one is
omer
populations[2]=osc_strength # f
populations[3]=no_enant # number of enantiomers
populations[4]=populations[3]*(np.exp(-populations[1]*1.438769/b
zmn_temp))# number of enantiomers x boltzmann
populations[5]=populations[4]/np.sum(populations[4]) # (number o
f enantiomers x boltzmann) Normalized
populations[6]=populations[5]*Branching_ratio*100 # normalized x
branching ratio
if (use_f == 'Y') or (use_f == 'y'):
populations[7]=populations[6]*populations[2] # population x
f
else:
populations[7]=populations[6] # population x 1 instead of f
else:
splitter = [0]
for i,j in enumerate(isomer):
if i+1 == len(isomer):
splitter = np.hstack((splitter,i+1))
break
if isomer[i] == isomer[i+1]:
pass
elif isomer[i] != isomer[i+1]:
splitter = np.hstack((splitter,i+1))
numberofisomers = len(splitter)-1
populations = np.zeros([len(conformer),8])
if numberofisomers == 1:
for i,j in enumerate(splitter):
if i+1 == len(splitter):
break
sp = splitter[i]; sp1 = splitter[i+1]
populations[:,0]=HFground-np.amin(HFground) # rel energy
all
populations[sp:sp1,1]=HFground[sp:sp1]-np.amin(HFground[
sp:sp1]) # rel energy in one isomer
populations[:,2]=osc_strength[:,0] # f
populations[:,3]=no_enant[:,0] # no enantiomers
populations[:,4]=populations[:,3]*(np.exp(-populations[:
,1]*1.438769/bzmn_temp))# number of enantiomers x boltzmann
populations[:,5]=populations[:,4]/np.sum(populations[:,4
]) # (number of enantiomers x boltzmann) Normalized
populations[:,6]=populations[:,5]*Branching_ratio*100 #
normalized x branching ratio
if (use_f == 'Y') or (use_f == 'y'):
populations[:,7]=populations[:,6]*populations[:,2] #
population x f
else:
populations[:,7]=populations[:,6]# population x 1 in
stead of f
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else:
for i,j in enumerate(splitter):
if i+1 == len(splitter):
break
sp = splitter[i]; sp1 = splitter[i+1]
populations[:,0]=HFground-np.amin(HFground) # rel energy
all
populations[sp:sp1,1]=HFground[sp:sp1]-np.amin(HFground[
sp:sp1]) # rel energy in one isomer
populations[:,2]=osc_strength[:,0] # f
populations[:,3]=no_enant[:,0] # no enantiomers
populations[sp:sp1,4]=populations[sp:sp1,3]*(np.exp(-pop
ulations[sp:sp1,1]*1.438769/bzmn_temp))# number of enantiomers x bol
tzmann
populations[sp:sp1,5]=populations[sp:sp1,4]/np.sum(popul
ations[sp:sp1,4]) # (number of enantiomers x boltzmann) Normalized
populations[sp:sp1,6]=populations[sp:sp1,5]*Branching_ra
tio[i]*100 # normalized x branching ratio
if (use_f == 'Y') or (use_f == 'y'):
populations[:,7]=populations[:,6]*populations[:,2] #
population x f
else:
populations[:,7]=populations[:,6]# population x 1 in
stead of f
Titles = np.hstack(('Conformer','E_rel (cm^-1)','E_rel isomer (cm^-1
)','Osccilator Strength','No. of Enantiomers','Boltzmann','Normalize
d Boltzmann','Relative Population (%)','population x oscilator stren
gth','Ad.Excitation (cm^-1)','Ad.Excitation (nm)','Fundimental (nm)'
,'A_Ground state (GHz)','B_Ground state (GHz)','C_Ground state (GHz)
','A_Excited state (GHz)','B_Excited state (GHz)','C_Excited state (
GHz)'))
pars = np.hstack(([conformers,populations,output,Rot_const_X,Rot_con
st_A]))
parameters = np.vstack((Titles,pars))
np.savetxt(Precusor_name+'_Parameters.txt',parameters,delimiter='\t'
,fmt='%s')
print()
print('Initial parameters saved in: '+Precusor_name+'_Parameters.txt
File')
print('____________________________________________________')
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second step code:
import
import
import
import
import

numpy as np
time
os, fnmatch
sys
shlex, subprocess

confirm = 'n'
while confirm == 'n':
Spectrumtype = input('Enter the type of the spectra _ DF, LIF or
CRDS : ')
while len(Spectrumtype) == 0:
Spectrumtype = input('No entry, Enter the type of the spectr
a _ DF, LIF or CRDS : ')
exit1 = 'n'
while exit1 == 'n':
if (Spectrumtype == 'DF') or (Spectrumtype == 'df') or (Spec
trumtype == 'LIF') or (Spectrumtype == 'lif') or (Spectrumtype == 'C
RDS') or (Spectrumtype == 'crds'):
exit1 = 'y'
else:
Spectrumtype = input('Enter the type of the spectra _mus
t be "DF" or "LIF" or "CRDS" : ')
exit1 = 'n'
#Set the name of the Precursor, could include any characters.
Precusor_name = input('Enter the name of the precursor or target
radical : ')
while len(Precusor_name) == 0:
Precusor_name = input('No entry, Enter the name of the precu
rsor or target radical : ')
#Set the Temperature, must be numbers.
Temp = input('Enter the Temperature in Kelvin : ')
while True:
while len(Temp) == 0:
Temp = input('No entry, Enter the Temperature in Kelvin
: ')
try:
Temp = float (Temp)
break
except ValueError:
Temp = input('Temperature must be numbers, Enter the Tem
perature in Kelvin : ')
#Set the intensity threshold, must be numbers.
Thresh = input('Enter the spectrum intensity threshold : ')
while True:
while len(Thresh) == 0:
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Thresh = input('No entry, Enter the spectrum intensity t
hreshold : ')
try:
Thresh = float (Thresh)
break
except ValueError:
Thresh = input('Threshold must be numbers, Enter the spe
ctrum intensity threshold : ')
hotbands = input('Do you want to calculate hot bands (enter y or
n) : ')
while len(hotbands) == 0:
hotbands = input('No entry, Enter y or n to calculate hotban
ds: ')
exit2 = 'n'
while exit2 == 'n':
if (hotbands == 'y') or (hotbands == 'Y'):
#Set the max vibrational excitations in initial state, m
ust be numbers.
maxvibi = input('Enter the max vibrational excitations i
n initial state : ')
while True:
while len(maxvibi) == 0:
maxvibi = input('No entry, Enter the max vibrati
onal excitations in initial state : ')
try:
maxvibi = float (maxvibi)
break
except ValueError:
maxvibi = input('vibrational excitations must be
numbers, Enter the vibrational excitations in initial state : ')
#Set the max vibrational excitations in final state, mus
t be numbers.
maxvibf = input('Enter the max vibrational excitations i
n final state : ')
while True:
while len(maxvibf) == 0:
maxvibf = input('No entry, Enter the max vibrati
onal excitations in final state : ')
try:
maxvibf = float (maxvibf)
break
except ValueError:
maxvibf = input('vibrational excitations must be
numbers, Enter the vibrational excitations in final state : ')
prefix1 = ''
prefix2 = '/'
exit2 = 'y'
if (hotbands == 'n') or (hotbands == 'N'):
maxvibi = '0'
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maxvibf = input('Enter the max vibrational excitations i
n final state : ')
while True:
while len(maxvibf) == 0:
maxvibf = input('No entry, Enter the max vibrati
onal excitations in final state : ')
try:
maxvibf = float (maxvibf)
break
except ValueError:
maxvibf = input('vibrational excitations must be
numbers, Enter the vibrational excitations in final state : ')
prefix1 = 'OPT_'
prefix2 = '/OPT_'
exit2 = 'y'
confirm = input('please confirm the above parameters, type y if
correct, n if need to change: ')
while len(confirm) == 0:
confirm = input('No entry, confirm the above parameters, typ
e y if correct, n if need to change: ')
#___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________#
#____________________________________________________XML START______
______________________________________________#
def XML(xml_filename, ai_filenames, run_type):
def ReadAndWriteState(FileName,which_state, run_type):
#======> read parameters from input files
NAtoms=0
NLinesWithFrequencies=0
ifLinear = "false"
Geometry=""
atoms_list=""
NormalModes=""
Frequencies=""
ifGeometryIsLoaded='false'
ifFrequenciesLoaded='false'
ifNormalModesLoaded='false'
StateF=open(FileName,'r')
ifAtomsLoaded='false'
Line=StateF.readline()
while Line:
if (Line.find('Distance matrix')>=0) and (ifAtomsLoaded=
='false'):
StateF.readline()
while Line.find('Stoichiometry') == -1:
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atoms_list+=Line[8:12]
Line=StateF.readline()
atoms_set=atoms_list.split()
ifAtomsLoaded='true'
if (Line.find('Optimized Parameters')>=0) and (ifAtomsLo
aded=='true') :
Line=StateF.readline()
while Line:
Line=StateF.readline()
if (Line.find('Standard orientation')>=0) and (i
fGeometryIsLoaded=='false'):
for L in range(4):
StateF.readline()
Line=StateF.readline()
while Line.find('----') == -1:
Geometry=Geometry+atoms_set[NAtoms]+Line
[32:]
Line=StateF.readline()
NAtoms+=1
ifGeometryIsLoaded='true'
if Line.find('Atom

AN')>=0 and (ifGeometryIsLoa

ded=='true'):
for i in range(NAtoms):
Line=StateF.readline()
NormalModes=NormalModes+Line[14:]
NormalModes+='\n'
# remove end of the line symbols!!!
if Line.find('Frequencies --') >= 0:
Frequencies+=Line.replace('Frequencies --','
')
NLinesWithFrequencies+=1
Line=StateF.readline()
if NLinesWithFrequencies==NAtoms-1:
ifLinear="true"
if_normal_modes_weighted="true"
geometry_units="angstr"
#======> Write the state to the xml file
xmlF.write(' <geometry\n'+'
number_of_atoms = "'+str(NAt
oms)+'"\n')
# linear?
if ifLinear=='true':
xmlF.write('
linear = "true"\n')
else:
xmlF.write('
linear = "false"\n')
xmlF.write('

units

="'+geometry_units+'"\n')
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xmlF.write('
text
xmlF.write(Geometry)
xmlF.write('

= "\n')
"\n

/>\n\n')

atoms_order = " ".join(["%s" % (nm) for nm in range(NAtoms)]
)
xmlF.write(' <OPT_manual_atoms_reordering\n
new_order="
'+atoms_order+'" />\n\n')
xmlF.write(' <normal_modes\n
if_mass_weighted="'+if_norm
al_modes_weighted+'"\n
text = "\n')
xmlF.write(NormalModes)
xmlF.write('
"\n
atoms = "')
xmlF.write(atoms_list)
xmlF.write('"\n
/>\n\n')
if ifLinear=='true':
normal_modes = " ".join(["%s" % (nm) for nm in range(3*N
Atoms-5)])
else:
normal_modes = " ".join(["%s" % (nm) for nm in range(3*N
Atoms-6)])
if which_state=="target":
if run_type!="web":
xmlF.write(' <OPT_manual_normal_modes_reordering\n
new_order="' +normal_modes+ '" />\n\n')
else: #web version:
xmlF.write(' <manual_normal_modes_reordering\n
new_order="'+normal_modes+'" />\n\n')
xmlF.write(' <frequencies\n
xmlF.write(Frequencies)
xmlF.write('
"\n

text = "\n')
/>\n\n')

return ""
#=======> END read and write <=======#
xmlF=open(xml_filename,'w')
# Write default job parameters
xmlF.write("""<input
job = "harmonic_pes">
<job_parameters
temperature
'"'"""
spectrum_intensity_threshold
)+'"'"""
/>
<!--
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= """'"'+str(Temp)+
= """'"'+str(Thresh

__________________________________________________________________
____
Tags which start with "OPT_" will be ignored.
To include these optional keywords please "uncomment" by removin
g
"OPT_" from the start and the corresponding end tag (if present)
__________________________________________________________________
____
-->
<parallel_approximation
max_vibr_excitations_in_initial_el_state
i)+'"'"""
max_vibr_excitations_in_target_el_state
f)+'"'"""
combination_bands
use_normal_coordinates_of_target_states
>

= """'"'+str(maxvib
= """'"'+str(maxvib
= "true"
= "true"

<OPT_do_not_excite_subspace size = "0" normal_modes = " " />
<"""+str(prefix1)+"""energy_thresholds units="eV, K, cm-1">
<initial_state
units="K">
1000
</initial_state>
<target_state
units="eV">
0.25
</target_state>
<"""+str(prefix2)+"""energy_thresholds>
<OPT_print_franck_condon_matrices flag="true"/>
</parallel_approximation>
<!-__________________________________________________________________
____
-->
<dushinsky_rotations target_state="1"
max_vibr_excitations_in_initial_el_state = """'"'+str(maxvibi)
+'"'"""
max_vibr_excitations_in_target_el_state = """'"'+str(maxvibf)
+'"'"""
>
<OPT_max_vibr_to_store target_el_state="4"/>
<OPT_do_not_excite_subspace size = "2" normal_modes = "0 1" />
<"""+str(prefix1)+"""energy_thresholds units="eV, K, cm-1">
<initial_state
units="K">
1000
</initial_state>
<target_state
units="eV">
0.25
</target_state>
<"""+str(prefix2)+"""energy_thresholds>
<OPT_single_excitation
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ini="0"
targ="1v1"/>
</dushinsky_rotations>
<!-__________________________________________________________________
____
-->\n\n""")
xmlF.write('<initial_state>\n')
xmlF.write(' <!-- THIS INITIAL STATE IS FROM "'+ai_filenames[0]
+'" FILE -->\n\n')
return_string=ReadAndWriteState(ai_filenames[0],"initial", run_t
ype)
if not(return_string==""):
return return_string
xmlF.write('</initial_state>\n\n')
xmlF.write("""<!-__________________________________________________________________
____
-->\n\n""")
state_n=0
for targetStateFileName in ai_filenames[1:]:
state_n+=1
xmlF.write('<target_state>\n\n')
xmlF.write(' <ip units="eV"> '+str(Origin_eV)+' </ip>\n\n')
xmlF.write(' <!-- THIS TARGET STATE IS FROM "'+targetStateF
ileName+'" FILE -->\n')
return_string=ReadAndWriteState(targetStateFileName,"target"
, run_type)
if not(return_string==""):
return return_string
xmlF.write('</target_state>\n\n')
xmlF.write("""<!-__________________________________________________________________
____
-->\n\n""")
xmlF.write('</input>\n')
return ""
#____________________________________________________XML END________
____________________________________________#
#___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________#
Xfile = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*X.log')
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Xfile = sorted(Xfile)
Afile = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*A.log')
Afile = sorted(Afile)
pars = np.genfromtxt(Precusor_name+'_Parameters.txt',delimiter = '\t
',dtype=float,skip_header=1)
if (len(Xfile)==1):
Origin_cm = pars[9]
else:
Origin_cm = pars[0:,9]
for m,n in enumerate (Xfile):
for q,r in enumerate (Afile):
if (r[0:2]+'X.log'==n):
# call make xml file
if (Spectrumtype == 'DF') or (Spectrumtype == 'df'):
xml_filename=r[0:2]+'_a2x.xml'
ai_filenames=[r,n]
else:
xml_filename=r[0:2]+'_x2a.xml'
ai_filenames=[n,r]
run_type=''
if (len(Xfile)==1):
Origin_eV=Origin_cm/8065.54
else:
Origin_eV=Origin_cm[m]/8065.54
XML(xml_filename, ai_filenames, run_type)
# call ezSpectrum
time.sleep(1)
ez_in=xml_filename
ez_out=r[0:2]+'.xml.out'
command_line ='ezSpectrum.exe '+ez_in+' '+ez_out
args = shlex.split(command_line)
p = subprocess.Popen(args)
#delay the code sequence waiting for ezspectrum to finis
h
exitloop = 'false'
while (exitloop == 'false'):
if (Spectrumtype == 'DF') or (Spectrumtype == 'df'):
dusniskis = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*_a2x.
xml.spectrum_dushinsky')
dusniskis = sorted(dusniskis)
else:
dusniskis = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*_x2a.
xml.spectrum_dushinsky')
dusniskis = sorted(dusniskis)
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for e,t in enumerate (dusniskis):
if (t.find(r[0:2]+'_x2a.xml.spectrum_dushinsky')
>=0) or (t.find(r[0:2]+'_a2x.xml.spectrum_dushinsky')>=0):
if (len(Xfile)==1):
print('Finished Conformer '+r[0:2],' ori
gin at = ',Origin_cm,' in eV = ',Origin_cm/8065.54)
else:
print('Finished Conformer '+r[0:2],' ori
gin at = ',Origin_cm[q],' in eV = ',Origin_cm[q]/8065.54)
time.sleep(0.25)
exitloop = 'true'
print()
print('ezSpectrum done for all conformers')
print('____________________________________________________')

Third step code:
import numpy as np
from numpy import exp
import time
import os, fnmatch
import sys
import shlex, subprocess
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
%matplotlib inline
confirm = 'n'
while confirm == 'n':
#Set the name of the Precursor, could include any characters.
Precusor_name = input('Enter the name of the precursor or target
radical : ')
while len(Precusor_name) == 0:
Precusor_name = input('No entry, Enter the name of the precu
rsor or target radical : ')
#Set the Vibrational Scaling Factor, must be numbers.
VibSF = input('Enter the Vibrational Scaling factor, Enter 1 if
there is no factor : ')
while True:
while len(VibSF) == 0:
VibSF = input('No entry, Enter the Vibrational Scaling f
actor, Enter 1 if there is no factor : ')
try:
VibSF = float (VibSF)
break
except ValueError:
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VibSF = input('Vibrational Scaling factor must be number
s, Enter 1 if there is no factor: ')
#Set the function used in simulation
func = input('select line shape, Gaussian = G, for Lorentzian =
L : ')
while len(func) == 0:
func = input('No entry, select line shape, Gaussian = G, for
Lorentzian = L : ')
exit1 = 'n'
while exit1 == 'n':
if (func == 'G') or (func == 'g') or (func == 'L') or (func
== 'l'):
exit1 = 'y'
else:
func = input('invalid entry, line shape must be "G" or "
L" ')
exit1 = 'n'
func = str (func)
#Set the simulated spectra step size, must be numbers.
stepsize = input('Enter the stepsize in spectrum in wavenumber :
')
while True:
while len(stepsize) == 0:
stepsize = input('No entry, Enter the stepsize in spectr
um in wavenumber : ')
try:
stepsize = float (stepsize)
break
except ValueError:
stepsize = input('stepsize must be numbers, Enter the st
epsize in spectrum in wavenumber : ')
#Set the simulated spectra linewedth, must be numbers.
segma = input('Enter the linewedth in spectrum in wavenumber : '
)
while True:
while len(segma) == 0:
segma = input('No entry, Enter the linewedth in spectrum
in wavenumber : ')
try:
segma = float (segma)
break
except ValueError:
segma = input('Linewedth must be numbers, Enter the line
wedth in spectrum in wavenumber : ')
#Set the magnification order of magnitude, must be numbers.
orderofmagnitude = input('Enter the order of magnitude for the m
agnification factor : ')
while True:
while len(orderofmagnitude) == 0:
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orderofmagnitude = input('No entry, Enter the order of m
agnitude for the magnification factor : ')
try:
orderofmagnitude = float (orderofmagnitude)
break
except ValueError:
orderofmagnitude = input('stepsize must be numbers, Ente
r the order of magnitude for the magnification factor : ')
magnification = 10**orderofmagnitude
print()
confirm = input('please confirm the above parameters, type y if
correct, n if need to change: ')
while len(confirm) == 0:
confirm = input('No entry, confirm the above parameters, typ
e y if correct, n if need to change: ')
Dusniskifile
y')
Dusniskifile
parallelfile
')
parallelfile

= fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*.xml.spectrum_dushinsk
= sorted(Dusniskifile)
= fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), '*.xml.spectrum_parallel
= sorted(parallelfile)

populations = np.genfromtxt(Precusor_name+'_Parameters.txt',delimite
r = '\t',dtype=float,skip_header=1)
if (len(Dusniskifile)==1):
percentpop = populations[8]
else:
percentpop = populations[0:,8]
percentpop = percentpop*magnification
bounds = np.zeros(2*len(Dusniskifile))
isomer = np.zeros(len(Dusniskifile))
conformer = ["" for x in range(len(Dusniskifile))]
for g,h in enumerate (Dusniskifile):
FCC = np.genfromtxt(h,dtype=float)
freq_in_eV=FCC[:,0]
freq_in_cm=-freq_in_eV*8065.54
conf_max = int(np.amax(freq_in_cm))
conf_min = int(np.amin(freq_in_cm))
bounds[g]=conf_min-1000
bounds[g+len(Dusniskifile)]=conf_max+1000
isomer[g] = int(h[0:1])
conformer[g] = h[0:2]
x = np.arange(np.amin(bounds),np.amax(bounds),stepsize)
y = np.zeros(len(x))
for m,n in enumerate (Dusniskifile):
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FCC_out = np.genfromtxt(n,dtype=float)
Assignment_FC = np.genfromtxt(n,dtype=str)
freq_eV=FCC_out[:,0]
freq_cm=np.zeros(len(freq_eV))
Intensity_FC=FCC_out[:,1]/np.sum(FCC_out[:,1])
Assignment=Assignment_FC[:,4]
#find the origin
for w,z in enumerate (Assignment):
if (z == '0(0)->1(0)'):
origin=freq_eV[w]
print(n[0:2],'origin @ ',w,' = ',-origin*8065.54)
#apply vibSF for all frequencies except origin
for i,j in enumerate (freq_cm):
freq_cm[i]=-(((freq_eV[i]-origin)*VibSF)+origin)*8065.54
#convolution by gaussian or lorentzian
if (func == 'G') or (func == 'g'):
for index, x0 in enumerate (freq_cm):
fofx = (Intensity_FC[index]/(2*3.14*(segma)**2)**0.5)*ex
p(-0.5*((x-x0)/segma)**2)
y += fofx
if (func == 'L') or (func == 'l'):
for index, x0 in enumerate (freq_cm):
fofx = (Intensity_FC[index]*segma/2/3.14)/(((x-x0)**2)+(
segma/2)**2)
y += fofx
#m is the index of the main conformers loop, if m = 0 this is th
e first conformer
if m == 0:
if (len(Dusniskifile)>1):
y_conf = y*percentpop[m]
if (len(Dusniskifile)==1):
y_conf = y*percentpop
y=0 #reset the value of y to zero for next conformer
#else: m not 0, 2nd+ conformers
else:
y = y*percentpop[m] #new conf convoluted data, y axis
y_conf = np.vstack((y_conf,y)) #append y of new conf to the
y_conf table
y=0 #reset the value of y to zero for next conformer
dushinsky_Normalized = np.vstack(([freq_cm,Intensity_FC])).T
np.savetxt(n[0:2]+'_dushinsky_Normalized.txt',dushinsky_Normaliz
ed,delimiter='\t',fmt='%s')
y_all_confs = np.vstack(([x,y_conf])).T
yallconf = y_all_confs[0:,1:].T
spl = [0]
for i,j in enumerate(isomer):
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if i+1 == len(isomer):
spl = np.hstack((spl,i+1))
break
if isomer[i] == isomer[i+1]:
pass
elif isomer[i] != isomer[i+1]:
spl = np.hstack((spl,i+1))
numberofisomers = len(spl)-1
y_isomer = np.zeros([len(x),len(spl)+1])
for i,j in enumerate(spl):
if i+1 == len(spl):
break
if i == 0:
y_isomer[0:,0] = x
sp = spl[i]; sp1 = spl[i+1]
y_isomer[0:,i+1] = np.sum(yallconf[sp:sp1],axis=0)
else:
sp = spl[i]; sp1 = spl[i+1]
y_isomer[0:,i+1] = np.sum(yallconf[sp:sp1],axis=0)
y_isom = y_isomer[0:,1:]
dushinsky_conv = np.vstack((x,yallconf))
dushinsky_conv = np.hstack((dushinsky_conv.T,y_isom))
dimentions=dushinsky_conv.shape
noofcolomns=dimentions[1]
noofraws=dimentions[0]
total = np.zeros([noofraws,1])
for i in range (int(numberofisomers)+1):
total[:,0]+=dushinsky_conv[:,noofcolomns-(i+1)]
dushinsky_conv[:,noofcolomns-1]=total[:,0]
np.savetxt(Precusor_name+'_lineshape-'+func+'_w='+str(segma)+'_VibSF
='+str(VibSF)+'_magnification_x='+str(magnification)+'_dushinsky_con
v.txt',dushinsky_conv,delimiter='\t',fmt='%s')
print ('dushinski done, convoluting parallel...')
########################
# CONVOLUTING PARALLEL #
########################
for m,n in enumerate (parallelfile):
FCC_out = np.genfromtxt(n,dtype=float)
Assignment_FC = np.genfromtxt(n,dtype=str)
freq_eV=FCC_out[:,0]
freq_cm=np.zeros(len(freq_eV))
Intensity_FC=FCC_out[:,1]/np.sum(FCC_out[:,1])
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Assignment=Assignment_FC[:,4]
for w,z in enumerate (Assignment):
if (z == '0(0)->1(0)'):
origin=freq_eV[w]
print(n[0:2],'origin @ ',w,' = ',-origin*8065.54)
for i,j in enumerate (freq_cm):
freq_cm[i]=-(((freq_eV[i]-origin)*VibSF)+origin)*8065.54
if (func == 'G') or (func == 'g'):
for index, x0 in enumerate (freq_cm):
fofx = (Intensity_FC[index]/(2*3.14*(segma)**2)**0.5)*ex
p(-0.5*((x-x0)/segma)**2)
y += fofx
if (func == 'L') or (func == 'l'):
for index, x0 in enumerate (freq_cm):
fofx = (Intensity_FC[index]*segma/2/3.14)/(((x-x0)**2)+(
segma/2)**2)
y += fofx
#m is the index of the main conformers loop, if m = 0 this is th
e first conformer
if m == 0:
if (len(parallelfile)>1):
y_conf = y*percentpop[m]
if (len(parallelfile)==1):
y_conf = y*percentpop
y=0 #reset the value of y to zero for next conformer
#else: m not 0, 2nd+ conformers
else:
y = y*percentpop[m] #new conf convoluted data, y axis
y_conf = np.vstack((y_conf,y)) #append y of new conf to the
y_conf table
y=0 #reset the value of y to zero for next conformer
parallel_Normalized = np.vstack(([freq_cm,Intensity_FC])).T
np.savetxt(n[0:2]+'_parallel_Normalized.txt',parallel_Normalized
,delimiter='\t',fmt='%s')
y_all_confs = np.vstack(([x,y_conf])).T
yallconf = y_all_confs[0:,1:].T
spl = [0]
for i,j in enumerate(isomer):
if i+1 == len(isomer):
spl = np.hstack((spl,i+1))
break
if isomer[i] == isomer[i+1]:
pass
elif isomer[i] != isomer[i+1]:
spl = np.hstack((spl,i+1))
numberofisomers = len(spl)-1
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y_isomer = np.zeros([len(x),len(spl)+1])
for i,j in enumerate(spl):
if i+1 == len(spl):
break
if i == 0:
y_isomer[0:,0] = x
sp = spl[i]; sp1 = spl[i+1]
y_isomer[0:,i+1] = np.sum(yallconf[sp:sp1],axis=0)
else:
sp = spl[i]; sp1 = spl[i+1]
y_isomer[0:,i+1] = np.sum(yallconf[sp:sp1],axis=0)
y_isom = y_isomer[0:,1:]
Parallel_conv = np.vstack((x,yallconf))
Parallel_conv = np.hstack((Parallel_conv.T,y_isom))
dimention=Parallel_conv.shape
noofcolomn=dimention[1]
noofraw=dimention[0]
total = np.zeros([noofraw,1])
for i in range (int(numberofisomers)+1):
total[:,0]+=Parallel_conv[:,noofcolomn-(i+1)]
Parallel_conv[:,noofcolomn-1]=total[:,0]
np.savetxt(Precusor_name+'_lineshape-'+func+'_w='+str(segma)+'_VibSF
='+str(VibSF)+'_magnification_x='+str(magnification)+'_Parallel_conv
.txt',Parallel_conv,delimiter='\t',fmt='%s')
print()
print('Convolution done')
print('____________________________________________________')
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APPENDIX C:
COPYRIGHT PERMISSIONS
Figure 1.1 was reprinted with permission from (Teunis, M. B.; Jana, A.;
Dutta, P.; Johnson, M. A.; Mandal, M.; Muhoberac, B. B.; Sardar, R., Mesoscale
growth and assembly of bright luminescent organolead halide perovskite
quantum wires. Chemistry of Materials 2016, 28 (14), 5043-5054). Copyright
(2016) American Chemical Society
Figure 3.13 was adapted with permission from (Teunis, M. B.; Jana, A.;
Dutta, P.; Johnson, M. A.; Mandal, M.; Muhoberac, B. B.; Sardar, R., Mesoscale
growth and assembly of bright luminescent organolead halide perovskite
quantum wires. Chemistry of Materials 2016, 28 (14), 5043-5054). Copyright
(2016) American Chemical Society
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Thanks to the American Chemical Society for letting me republish my
own work. In this theses, two publications of mine were presented in full with
Permissions.
Reprinted with permission from (Telfah, H.; Jamhawi, A.; Teunis, M. B.;
Sardar, R.; Liu, J., Ultrafast exciton dynamics in shape-controlled
methylammonium lead bromide perovskite nanostructures: Effect of quantum
confinement on charge carrier recombination. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry C 2017, 121 (51), 28556-28565). Copyright (2017) American
Chemical Society

Reprinted with permission from (Telfah, H.; Reza, M. A.; Alam, J.; Paul,
A. C.; Liu, J., Direct observation of tetrahydrofuranyl and tetrahydropyranyl
peroxy radicals via cavity ring-down spectroscopy. The Journal of Physical
Chemistry Letters 2018, 9 (16), 4475-4480). Copyright (2018) American
Chemical Society
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